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FOREWORD 

In this Report, the Commission considers three small areas of the law 

which require legislative reform. The first area of study is section 6 of 

"The Hercanitile Law Amendment Act", C.C.S.M. c. Ml 20 . This section was 

enacted in Manitoba 90 years ago to abrogate the common law which would not 

enforce debt settlement arrangements because of the requirement of 

consideration . In Part I of this Report, ~,e review the scope of this 

legislation, its judicial interpretation, as well as the historical background 

to the legislation. Recommendations for legislative amendment are made both 

to improve the section's clarity and to take into account developments in the 

law since its statutory inception. 

Parts II and Ill of this Report deal with two sma l l areas of the law 

of property : respectively, the Rule in Shelley's case and the law of 

waste . The former, named after a sixteenth-century English case which 

referred to and applied the Rule , was developed for a feudal land system. It 

is uncertain whether the Rule applies in Maniitoba. It is an anachronism, 

however, which for the sake of clarity should be abolished by the 

Leg i slature . The Commission examines this Rule and the various rationales for 

its existence . Part II concludes with several recommendations pertaining to 

the Rule ' s abolition . In the third and final area of study, the Commi ssion 

looks at two types of waste - permissive and equitable - and recommends that 

the legislation presently governing these categories in ."The Law of Property 

Act", C.C.S.M. c. L90, be revised to reflect properly the scope of their 

intended application. 

A list of the Commission's recommendations of reform for each of 

these three areas of the law is contained in Part IV of this Report . 

It is customary in a foreword to acknClwledge those persons who have 

made a sign'ificant contribution to a study. In this case, there are several . 

Prof. Philip H. Osborne, LL . B. (University of Auckland), LL. M. (McGill), of 

the Faculty of Law, Univers i ty of Manitoba prepared a background paper on 
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section 6 of "The Hercantile L,»,f Amendment A,c:t", C.C .S.M . c. M120, which 

formed the basis for our Report in this area . wre gratefully acknowledge Prof. 

Osborne's significant contribution. Our legal research assistants this 

sunrner, Timothy N. Taylor and Sheila J . Beatty, were responsible respectively 

for preparing draft Reports on the topics set forth in Parts II and III 

herein. We thank them for their assistance. Finally,_ we should like to 

acknowledge 1particularly the contribution of a m,ember of our Commission, Prof. 

J. Irvine, who played an important role in the development of the property law 

matters contained in Parts II and III. 
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PART I 
ii ch 
of. 

SECTION 6 of "THE HERCANI'ILE LJUI AHENDHHNT ACT"his 

ely 

llI 
1.01 Section 6 of "The Mercantile Ld.w Amendment Act", C.C . S.M. c. M120,to 

reads as follows:rof. 

law Sat1sfaction of obligations by part perfonnance. 

P'art performance of an obligation, either before or after a 
breach thereof, where expressly accepted in writing , by the creditor 
in satisfaction or rendered in pursuance of an agreement for that 
purpose, though without any new consideration, shall be held to have 
extinguished the obligation. 

1
The section was first enacted in Manitoba in 1895. It deals with a narrow 

but important aspect of commercial law: the enforcement of debt settlement 

arrangemenits. Section 6 is one aspect of a larger body of law concerning 

contract modifications. These involve mutually agreed changes in contractual 
2 

terms made! subsequent to the formation of the primary contract . 

1.02 In Part I of this report, we consider the scope of section 6 and its 

judicial ·Interpretation . Recommendations for legislative amendments are made 

which, in our view, would make the section a more effective vehic l e for 

commerc i a 1 and private compromises and settlements . In order to understand 

the purpose of the section, we propose first to trace bri•fly the position of 

debt settlement arrangements at common law and the exceptions which were 

adopted to minimize the mischief done by it. 

l"The QueEm's Bench Act, 1895" S.M. 1895 c. 6, s . 39(10). 

2For an excellent article concerning the broader topic of contract 
modificat·\on, see Aivazian, Trebilcock and Penny "The Ld.W of contract 
Hod1f1cat.tons: The Uncertain Quest foe a Bench Hark of Enforceab111 ty" 
(1984) 22 O.H . L.J. 173. 



A. Historical Background 

1.03 The Rule in Ptnnel 's ca.se at cofllllon law provided that any 
settlement of a debt or compromise agreement which called for the payment by a 
debtor of a lesser sum, in discharge of a greater sum owed to a creditor, is 

'3
unenforceable . · The creditor may repudiate the arrangement and call upon 
the debtor to discharge the original sum of the debt. The following 
illustrations •involve a debtor who owes $1000 . 

Illustratfon l 

The debtor offers $800 in full settlement. The creditor accepts that 
sum and acknowledges that the debt is settled . 

Illustration 2 

The debtor and creditor agree that $800 shall be paid in eight equal 
monthly payments and that on completion of the eight payments the 
debt shall be settled. The debtor begins to perform the agreement.
After four monthly payments the creditor repudiates the agreement and 
demands inrnediate payment of the balance of the, total debt, i.e. $600. 

Illustration 3 

The debtor and creditor agree that $800 shall be paid in eight equal
month1 y payments and that on f i na 1 payme1nt the debt wil 1 be 
extinguished. The debtor pays the eight installments and the 
creditor sues for the balance of $200. 

3Pinnel's ca.sE, (1602), 5 Co. Rep . ll7a; 77 E.R. 237 . Although Pinnel's 
case is generally credited as the source of this Rule, the Rule clearly 
predates this case. As early as 1584, the principle quoted above was applied 
to a suit in assumpsit: Richards v. Ba.rtletit (1584) 1 Leon 19. See 
Cheshire a.nd ,PiEoot's Law of contra.ct (10th ed.), at 79-81 for the early 
history of the Rule. 

2 
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1.04 In each of the above illustrations thE! debt settlement arrangement is 

unenforceable at common law. The creditor may sue for the balance owing under 

any the original $1000 debt. The position at common law was achieved by a strict 

1y a application of the doctrine of consideration - an integral element of the 

is common law of contract. The essence of the doctrine of consideration is that 

Ipon only barga·ins or agreements involving some reciprocity of economic value are 

,ing enforceable! . Promises which are not bought an! unenforceable. In the eyes of 

the common law judges, creditors' promises to accept less than they were owed 

were not bought in any sense because the debtor was giving no more than (s)he 

was 1ega11 y ob1 i ged to pay. The arrangemen1t did not have the ind i c i a of 

'bargain' ,or a 'promise bought' because the debtor was already under a legal 

obligation to do what was given in exchange. 

1.05 The position at common law clearly produced unsatisfactory results. 

If one refers to the three illustrations just given it would seem that all 

ought to be enforceab 1 e. Indeed, if one based the enforceabi 1 i ty of promises 

on any re.asonable concept other than the do,ctrine of consideration, there 

would be rio problem; "intention to create a llegal relationship", "reasonable 

expectations of the parties" or "reasonable .and justifiable reliance" would 

all lead to enforcement in most cases. In the English case of Foakes v. 
4Beer, Lord Blackburn put forward the major argument in favour of 

5
enforceability of debt settlements: 

What principally weighs with me in thinking that Lord Coke [in 
Pinnel 's case] made a mistake of fact is my conviction that all men 
of business, whether merchants or tradesmen, do every day recognize 
and act on the ground that prompt payment of a part of their demand 
may be more beneficial to them than it would be to insist on their 
rights and enforce payment of the who1 e. Even where the debtor is 
perfectly solvent, and sure to pay at las1t, this often is so. Where 
the credit of the debtor is doubtful it must be more so. 

el's 
arly 
lied 
See 

arly 
4(1884), 7 App . Cas. 605. 

5rd., at 622 . 
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Lord Blackburn did not, however, press his views and he joined the majority in 

the House of Lords in following the decision in Pinnel's case . 

61.06 Pirmel's case is still good law in Engl and and was the position 

in Manitoba until section 6 was passed in 1895 to relieve against its 

hardship. A plethora of exceptions and evasion's have, however, been adopted 

in the conmon law to minimize its hardship. Accordingly, legally advised 

parties can eiasily avoid the Rule. The exceptions comprise the following : 

1. Construction. Each compromise or settlement agreement will be 
canefully examined to determine if some consideration can be 
found . The debtor may have promised to do more than the letter 
of his/her legal obligation e.g. a promise to pay in kind, or at 
an early date, or a different place, c,r with negoti able paper. 
Adequacy of the consideration is of Ino concern provided that 
somtething in excess of duty i s given at the request, express or 
imp 'lied, of the creditor. 7 If consideration can be found, the 
compromise or settlement agreement is sometimes called "an 
accord and satisfaction 11 .8 

0The Rule i1~ Pinnel's case was more recently affirmed by the English Court 
of Appeal in D & c Builders Ltd . v. Rees (1965] 3 Al l E. R. 837 . The 
British Par'liament has never implemented the: recommendation of the Law 
Revision Co1111~ittee to the effect that legislation should be passed to abrogate 
the Rule. see Gt . Brit. Law Revision Convnittee, Sixth Interim Report 
(1937), Cmnd. 5449, at par. 35. 

7so it was that Sir George Jessel, M. R., !Said in couldery v. BartrU111 
(1881) 19 Ch.O. 394, at 399: 

Accordini~ to English Common Law a creditor might accept anything in 
satisfaction of his debt except a less amount of money . He might take a 
horse, o,r a canary, or a tomtit if he chiose, and that was accord and 
satisfaction; but , by a most extraordinar:y pecul i arity of the English 
Common Law, he could not take nineteen shillings and sixpence in the 
pound; that was nudum pactum. 

8An accord and satisfaction has been defined as follows: 

Accord and satisfaction is the purchase of a release from an obligation 
whether ar1s1ng under contract or tort by means of any valuable 
considerat i on , not being the actual performance of the obligation itself . 
The accord is the agreement by which the obligation is discharged . The 
satisfaction is the consideration which makes the agreement operative. 

Br. Russian Gazette & Trade Outlook Ltd. v . Associated Newspapers Ltd., 
[1933] 2 K.B. 616 at 643 (C . A. ), per Scrutton, L.J. 

4 



:y in 
2. Composition of Creditors . If the agreement to take less is 

made jointly by a number of creditors the settlement is 
binding . 

3. Settlement with a Third Party. If the settlement agreement 
is made between the creditor and a third party it is
binding. 

A. Deed . A settlement made by way of an agreement under seal
is binding . 

5. Equitable Estoppel. Promises made between parties which 
are intended to alter an existing legal relationship 
between them a re binding if they are intended to be acted 
upon, are acted upon and if it would be inequitable not to 
enforce them. Many debt settll ement and compromise 
agreements are enforceable under this doctrine. 

1.07 It may be argued that the development of these doctrines and devices 

has so thoroughly circumvented the Ru1 e in Pinnel 's case that there is no 

longer a1ny need for legislative interventio1n in the nature of s. f> of "The 

Herca.ntHe LaW Amendment Act". This argumelnt is most persuasive in respect 

of the doctrine of equitable estoppel. Ho,,1ever there continues to be some 

uncertainty as to the scope of this doctrine. In particular, there continues

to be doubt if it enforces the abrogation of rights rather than their 

suspension and it remains unclear if thei promisee must act to his/her

detriment. In light of these uncertainties, we have concluded that it is 

advantageous to have a legislative provision for the enforcement of debt 

compromise and settlement arrangements . We recommend: 

RECOJlflfENDATION l

That there continue t:o be legislation in Ha.nitoba expressly to
enfo.r:ce debt settlement arrangements.

8. The Scope of Section f> and its Judicial Interpretation 

1.08 Section f> was quoted earlier in this Report (par. 1.01) . The purpose 

and meaning of this section appear reasonably clear, at least if it is read in

relationship to the common law as evide!nced in Pinnel's case. First, 

however, four general points should be made. The section does not purport to 
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be the exclusive source to enforce debt compromis;es. Accordingly, its terms 

need not be satisfied if an agreement is alreadly binding at common law. 9 

This is an important point where an agreement is enforceable at common law 

because it falls within one of the five exceptions we outlined earlier. It 

should also be noted that the section is a cautious and conservative one which 

protects very carefully the interests of the creditor . It recognizes the 

primacy of th,e creditor's right to the full peirformance of the obligation 

unless the creditor has deliberately and voluntarily granted some indulgence. 

Thirdly, the provision may have a wider scope than debt compromise in that it 

concerns part'lal performance of obligations. l~evertheless it would seem 
10that the sect'ion is aimed primarily at debt settlement and vi rtually all 

the reported c.ases on the sect ion involve the settlement of debts. Finally, 

this section is s i milar in nature to prov1s1ons in the other western 
11 12 13provinces as well as 0ntario and the Yukon and Northwest 

14Territories. 

1 .09 The section contains two methods of settlement or compromise. Each 

will be examined in turn: 

9This was als•l the position taken by the Alberta Institute of Law Research 
and Reform in their report on The Uniform sale o.f Goods Act (Report No. 38; 

Alberta: Judicature R.S.A. 1970, 193, 

October, 1982), at 44 . 

101n particular, 
construction . 

the use of the word "credHor" supports a narrower 

l lsaskatchewan: Queen's Bench Act, R.S.S . 1978, c . Q-1, s. 45(7) ; 
Act, c. :s. 34(8); British Columbia : 

LdH and 8quity Act, R.S.8.C. 1979, c. 244 s. 40. 

l 2Hercant11e L.lH Amendment: Act:, R.S.0. 1980, c. 265,, s. lli. 

l3see Judicatu.~e Ordinance, R. 0.T.Y. 1971, c . J - l s . l0(g) . 

l4see Judicature ordinance, R.0 . N. W.T . 1974, c. J-1, s . 19(g). The 
provision is a"lso found in the California Civil Codie, s . 1524 . 
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!nTIS Method l 

Part p«~rformance of an obligation, either before or after a breach
thereot·, where expressly accepted in writing by the creditor . 
though without any new consideration, shall be held to have 
exting1.J1ished the obligation.

Ini these circumstances the creditor may, if it be in 
his/her interest, indicate by an express and written
acceptance that partial performance ~,111 be sufficient to 
extinguish the debt. The most conmon manner in which this 
wi 11 be done wi 11 be by giving a written rece ipt marked "in
fuill settlement" or words to that effect . This provision 
do,es not permit an oral acceptance or an implied acceptance 
arising out of conduct to be effective. The policy seems
to, be that the creditor should only lbe bound if ( s) he has 
in1 the clearest and most explicit manner indicated a 
willingness to take less than is legally due. 

Method 2 

Part PE~rf ormance of an obligation, either before or after a breach 
thereof ', r endered in pursuance of an agreement for that 
purpose•, though without any new considerat:lon, shall be held to have
extingu•ished the obligi.tt1on . 

This part of the section is clearly a specific reversal of 
the decision of the House of Lords in Foakes v. 
Be•er . 15 It requires that the p,arties negotiate an 
agreement for the settlement of obligations and that t he 
settlement be carried out in accordance with the 
agreement. In essence it requires an antecedent agreement 
and performance of that agreement. If both elements are 
satisfied, the arrangement is binding. 

1.10 Judicial interpretation has, however, expanded the scope of section 6 

beyond thE! foregoing interpretation. Of particular importance i s the 

construction of the phrase "in pursuance of" contained in the "Hethod 2·

form of settlement . In the Manitoba decision of Triple c. Floorings Ltd. v. 

,.9 
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lf>
Wrights caz:pets Ltd. , these words were, i n effect, generously 

construed . That case involved the settlement of a $919.44 debt. A debt 

compromise agreement was reached which ca11 ed for a full settlement of 35 

cents on the dollar. The money was to be paid within a reasonable time and 

notification was to be given that all other creditors had accepted a similar 

amount. Cle,1rly if this agreement had been carried out , it would have been a 

binding ·Hetl'lod 2" settlement under section f>. The agreement, however, was 

never performed and the Court held that it was repudiated by the debtor's 

non-compl i ance and was at an end . Later a cheque was gi ven to the creditor in 

the amount of 35 percent of the debt. The cheque carried the notation 

"account i n full". The creditor cashed the cheque but continued to c l aim the 

balance. The Court hel d that there was a b'inding "Hethod 2· settlement 

under the Act. The Court construed the credi tor's acceptance and cashing of 

t he cheque w'lth the knowledge that it was being tendered in f ull payment as a 

valid acceptance and, in the Court ' s view, a bind'ing "Hethod 2· settlement. 

1.11 The case involves a broad interpre!tation of the "Method 2· 

settlement f1or the following r easons. The tendering of the cheque by the 

debtor i n Tdple c was an offer of a settlement. Accordingly, the part 

performance (i.e. the tendering of the cheque) W'as not rendered " i n pursuance 

of" an agreennent but was rendered, rather, in se·arch of or in the expectation 

of an agreemIent that had not yet been formed . The effect of the decision i s 

to merge the two methods of settlement under s,ection f> into one: a debtor 

need only prove that his/her part performance of the obl i gation was accepted 

by the cred1tor . This means that the writing requirement in "Method 1· has 

been rendere•d nugatory by the decision . " i'1ethod 2·, in effect, has 

disappeared. In sunrnary, the import of the decision is to interpret section f> 

to read: 

lf>[l980] 4 ~LW.R. 440 (Man., C.C.) See also Phillip v. Hassey Ferguson 
Finance Co . , [1973] l W.W. R. 443 (Sask. Q. B. ) and Bank of Nova Scotia v. 
central Index systems Ltd . 10 Man . R. (2d) 384 (Mein . , C.C . ). 
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Part performance of an obligation . where accepted by the 
1sl y credit1:>r ... , though without any new consideration, shall be held 

to have extinguished the obligation.17lebt 

35 1.12 The issue arises as to whether section 6 should be amended to "bring 
and it in line" with this judicial interpretation or whether other revisions would 

1 lar 
be more appropriate . We examine this issue under the next heading of our 

in a 
Report whi,ch concerns our recommendations for reform. 

was 

)r IS 
C. The Reform of Section 6 

• in 

t i on 
l. The methods of enforcement. 

the 

nent 1 .13 We think that the legislation should continue to set forth two 
~ of separate methods for enforcing debt settlements. It is not enough, in our 
as a view, simply for the debtor to prove that part performance was accepted by 

the creditor when acceptance can be implied merely by conduct, i.e. the 
18 

•cashing of a cheque marked "in full settlement 11 This is swinging the 
2· 

the 

part 

ance 

tion 

n is 171t is c:1 curious fact that the debt settlement in Triple c was probably 
enforceable on other grounds. The reasons for judgment indicate that the

ibtor cheque in question was not tendered by the debtor but rather by a third party 
ipted and that it was this third party's personal cheque. This would appear to 

indicate that the debt settlement would come ~,ithin the third exception to the 
has Rule in Pinnel's case earlier su11111arized, i.e. settlement with a third 
has party. Treitel states, in reference to this exception, that "[i]t is 

generally agreed that this rule does not depend on any contract between debtor 
ion 6 and creditor, so that it can apply even though no promise was made to the 

debtor and no consideration moved from him". (Treitel, The Law of contract 
(6th ed.), at 98). It would appear from thei reasons for judgment in Triple 
c that the defendant's counsel did not raise this argument in support of the 
enforceab'ility of the debt settlement but , instead, chose section 6 as his 
client's defence . 

lBThis is. not to suggest that the cashing of the cheque will always be 
regarded as an acceptance of the smaller sum in the terms on which it was 

(Footnote continued to page 10) 
1uson 
,a V. 
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pendulum too far in favour of the debtor. One effect of such a proposal is to 

encourage debtors to discount all debts and foNard partial payment by way of 

cheques marked "in full settlement" . A cautious. creditor would then be faced 

with the administrative difficulty and expense of either returning the cheque 

because the terms of settlement were unacceptable or cashing the cheque and 

informing thie debtor that the money is acceIpted in partial payment. A 

creditor would be forced to act to avoid the risk of having a settlement 
imposed . 

1.14 In Clur view, the better approach would be to continue to require a 

debtor to prnve that the creditor expressly acce!pted the part performance, as 

in "Method j[" under section 6 (see par. 1.09), . However, we do not think 

that the acceptance need be in writing. With the repeal of both the statute 
19 

of Frauds and section 6 of "The sale of Goods Act", C.C.S.M. c. 
20 

S10, it would be incongruous to retain th·is writing requirement as a 

pre-conditi oni to the enforcement of a debt settlement under •Method 1•. 

Accordingly, we recommend: 

RECOHHENDIATION 2 

That, sul,ject to Recommendation 3, section 6 be dJllended by deleting 
the r:equiir:ement .tn line 2 thereof that the cr:edi tor:' s express 
acceptance of the part performance be in writ:tng. 

(Footnote continued from page 9) 
offered. In a- recent New Brunswick Court of Appeal decision in Woodlot 
Services v. Fleming, (1977), 83 D. L.R . (3d) 201, pertaining to accord and 
satisfaction, the Court held that whether the creditor had accepted part 
payment was a question of fact. If, as in that case, the creditor had earlier 
and repeated·ly refused partial payment in full settlement, then cashing a 
cheque markedl in full settlement might not be taken as indicating acceptance . 
Nevertheless in most cases the only objective evidence will be the cashing of 
the cheque. 

19An Act to Repeal the Statute of Frauds, S. M. 19El2-83-84, c. 34 . 

20The sectio1n was repealed by The statute Lal., Amendment Act, 1983, S.M. 
1982-83-84, c. 93, s. 27. 
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0 1.15 Theire should, in our view, be one e):ception to Recommendation 2. 

This is where the parties have agreed in their primary contract that any 

modification of that contract must be in writing. The terms of the original 

agreement for modifying the contract should govern on this point. We 

therefore recommend: 

-RECOHHENJ')ATION 3 

Thdt Recommenddt1.on 2 not dpply where tl'le origindl contrdct or 
obligation states, in effect, that any modi.fication thereof must be 
in writiing. 

1.16 There are elements of vagueness with respect to section 6 which we 

think should be clarified in the reform legislation. These include the 

application of "Hethod 2· to executory agreements (agreements which have yet 

to be performed) and partially executed agreememts as well as the effect of 

the debtor's default, if indeed these types of agreements fall or should fall 

within the scope of "Hethod 2·. Before proceeding to deal with these 

matters, hc,wever, we should like first to address the doctrine of 

unconscionability and its desired application to the reform legislation . 

2. Unconscionability 

1.17 The dissatisfaction with the Rule in Pinnel's case was caused by 

its potentia1l unfairness to debtors who have p1erformed settlement agreements 

only to find that they are unenforceable. The creditor is seen as the one who 

has acted oppressively and unfairly by reneging on his/her promise and 

demanding more. There is , however, another side to the coin. On occasions it 

is the debtor who wields the economic power and who by dint of circumstances 

is able to force a creditor to take less than (s)he might wish. In those 

circumstances the result rendered by the Rule in Pinnel's case may be a good 

one. Indeed the primary criticism of the Rule in Pinnel's case is not that 

it always created injustice but that the rule is insensitive and unresponsive 

to the true determinants of justice. Section 6, though the reverse of the 

Rule in Pim1el's case, may be criticized on thi? same basis . Compliance with 

the Act dictates enforceability and that, on o,ccasion, may be productive of 

injustice. 

1.18 The potential for this is pointed out by the facts of the English 
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21decision of D & c Builders v. Rees. In that case the debtor took 

advantage of the creditor's perilous financial situation and threatened that 

if the cred'itor did not accept partial payment in full settlement he would 

receive nothing. Finally, the financial predicament of the creditor forced 

him to accept a partial payment. A receipt marked "in full settlement" was 

issued. It would seem that in Manitoba , "Hetl1od l" of section £> has been 

complied with . A Manitoba court would have difficulty avoiding the conclusion 

that the delt>t settlement was binding . It is clearly advantageous for the 

legislation to deal specifically with unconscionable debt compromises and to 

render them unenforceable. We so recommend: 

RECOHHENl)ATION 4 

That section 6 be dlllended so that an obligation shi!ll not be held to 
be extin,guished by part perforfndllce where the court, on application, 
finds that it would be unconscioni!ble to do so . 

3. The enforceability of executory and partially executed agreements. 

1.19 This issue relates to the "Hethod 2" form of settlement under 

section £> and concerns the enforceability of s,ettl ement agreements prior to 

their comple1ted execution . There is some authority22 which suggests that, 

2lsupra n.£> . 

22Bank of commerce v. Jenkins (1888), 1£> O ..R. 215 (Comm. Pl.); HacKlw 
v. Rutherfo.rd, [1921] 2 W.W. R. 329 (Man. K.B.); Hooldhan v. Hivon, 
[1944] 4 D.L.R . 405 (Alta S. C. ). contra, Udy v . Doan, [1940] 2 W.W.R. 440 
(Sask. K.B.). • The question was left unresolved in Rommer11 v. Gardener 
(1962), 35 D.L.R. (2d) 717 (B.C.C .A.) . Rose J. in Bank of Co11111erce v. 
Jenkins , sui:•ra, would appear to go even further and hold that a tota 11y 
executory agreement is irrevocable. His Lordship stated: 

... [l]t must be held that an agreement once entered into to accept part 
performance of an obligation is not revocabl1L Otherwise a creditor might 
make an ,1greement and at any time afterwards when the debtor rendered the 

(Footnote continued to page 13) 
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at least once performance of the agreement has corrmenced, the agreement is 

irrevocable. Thus the agreement set out in Illustration 2 at the beginning of 

Part I (par. 1.03) would be irrevocable under this view . The better view is 

that section 6 only operates where there is completed performance of the 

agreement since the legislation employs the past tense on this point, i.e. 

"part per1formance of an obligation rendered in pursuance of an 

agreement, etc." 

1.20 R1~gardless of the present ambiguity of section 6 to executory and 

partially executed agreements , the question arises as to what the law should 

be on this point. We think that the legi:slation should provide for the 

enforcement of debt settlements once performance of the agreement has begun . 

This would be in 1 i ne with modern trends with i n the law of contract . 

Performanc1~ is indicative of rel i ance on the arrangement and the situation is 
23

closely analogous to the revocation of offers for a uni l ateral contract . 

Recent authority forbids revocation once performance has begun . However, it 

is submitted that purely executory agreements should rema i n revocable . Purely 

executory and gratuitious arrangements are not generally enforced and there 

appears to be no greater claim for the enforceability of this kind of 

agreement than many others. There is unlikely to be significant reliance in 

the absence of any steps of performance. The section is primarily designed to 

enforce arrangements where some benefit has been actually received by the 
24

creditor atnd that should continue to be its primary focus. We therefore 

recommend : 

(Footnote continued from page 12) 
part performance the creditor might reifuse to accept and thus the 
provision may be ineffectual. 

23Err1ngton v . Errington, [ 1952] 2 K.B . 290; Daulia Ltd . v. Four 
H11lbank Nominees Ltd. [1978] 2 All LR . 557 (C: .A.). 

241n our Report on The Uniform Sale of Goods Act ( Report #57; November 1, 
1983), we agreed with the Institute of Law Research and Reform that section 27 
of that Uniform Act be deleted and substituted therefor with the following: 

(Footnote continued to page 14) 
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RECOHHENl)ATION 5 

That whejr:e a. debtor begins pa.ct perforllldIJce ,of an obligation rendered 
pursuant to an agreement and continues pert'ormance according to the 
terms th1~ceof, the agreement shall be conside•red irrevocable. 

1.21 One further point should be clarified! in the refonn legislation . 
This has to do with the effect of the debtor's default after (s)he has begun 

perfonnance of the agreement. The Law Revisioin Committee of Great Britain 

recommended that if the agreement is not perfonned, the original obligation 
should reviv·e . 25 We think that this is a rea.sonable solution where it is 
the debtor 1who has defaulted. The creditor should be able to cancel the 
agreement so that the original or primary contract would revive . We recommend : 

RECOHHENJ~ATION 6 

That thei legislation provide that where tlfle debtor defaults after 
( s)he h,:1s begun pa.rt perforllldIJce, the creditor may cancel the 
a.greemen:t so that the original contra.ct would! revive. 

4. Meclhanics of Reform. 

1.22 We think the reforming legislation should only affect obligations 
created on or after the Act comes into effect. Although the drafting of the 
legislation is best left to the expertise of Legislative Counsel's Office, we 
have prepared a draft Bill to assist them. We re!commend: 

(Footnote continued from page 13) 
An agreement, whether executed or not, varying or rescinding a contract of 
sale needs no consideration to be binding . 

However, we also agree with the Institute that there is no need to harmon i ze 
section 6 with the sale of goods legislation for the reasons set forth at p.
44 of their Report, supra. n. 9. 

25supra n. 6, at par . 35. 
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RECOHH~NDATION 7 

That th,e legislation to reform section 6 be simtlar to the following: 

AN ACT TO AMEND THE MERCANTILE LAW AMENDMENT ACT 

HER MAJESTY, by and with the advice and consent of the legislative 
.Assembly of Manitoba, enacts as follows: 

Sec. 6 rep. and sub . 

1 Section 6 of The Mercantile Law Amendment Act, being chapter
M120 of the Revised Statutes, is repealed and the following section 
is substituted therefor: 

Satisfaction of obligations by part performance. 

6(1) Part performance of an obligation either before or after the 
breach thereof shall be held to extinguish the obligation 

(a) when expressly accepted by a creditor in satisfaction; or 
(b) when rendered pursuant to an agreement for that purpose; 

though without any new consideration. 

Unconscionab1lity. 

6(2) Notwithstanding subsection (1), an obligation shall not be held 
to be extinguished by part performance where the court, on 

application, finds that it would be unconscionable to do so. 

The requirement of writing under clause 6(1)(a). 

6(3) Subject to any agreement to the contrary, an acceptance by a 
creditor under clause 6(l)(a) need not be in writing. 

Right of cancellation. 

6(4) A creditor may cancel an agreement under clause 6(1)(b) where 

(a) the debtor has not yet commenced performance thereof; or 
(b) the debtor has convnenced performance thereof but fails to 

continue performance on a date or within a time so provided 
and, in the circumstances , it would be unreasonable for the 
creditor to give the debtor more time to remedy the default . 
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Transition. 

2 Nothing in this Act shall affect obligations which arose before 
the day ini which this Act comes into force . 

Commenceme,nt of the Act. 

3 This Act comes into force on the day it receives the royal 
assent. 
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PART II 

THE RULE IN SHELLEY'S CASE 

A. Introduction 

2 .01 The "rule in Shelley's case", so cal led because of its definitive 
l

expression in the sixteenth-century case of Wolfe v. Shelley, alters 

the natural meaning of particular words used to convey successive interests in 
2land . The report of the case states: 

that it is a rule in law, when the ancestor by any gift or conveyance 
takes an estate of freehold, and in the same gift or conveyance an 
estate· is limited e i ther mediately or inme·diately to his heirs in fee 
or in tail; that always in such cases, "the heirs" are words of 
limita1tion of the estate, and not words of purchase.3 

As at least two scholars recently noted, thi:s articulation of principle does 
4 seem "alarmingly cryptic 11 

; but the idea itself, in fact, is quite 

1(1581), l Co. Rep. 88b, 76 E.R. 199 . Th•~ rule itself, however, clearly 
predates its expression in Wolfe v . shel.Zey . Holdsworth, for example, 
traces it back to the middle of the 14th century; see Sir Wm . S. Holdsworth, 
History 01: English Law (London: Methuen and Co . , Sweet & Maxwell, 1942). 

21t is g1enerally accepted that the rule in Shelley ' s case does not apply 
to personalty. see, e . g., Powell v. Boggis (1966), 35 Beav. 535 at 541 , 
55 E.R . 1004; Re Russell (1885), 52 L.T. 559; Smith v. Butcher (1878) , 
10 Ch . 0. 113; Re Woodward, (1945] 2 0 . L.R. 497. 

3supra n . 1, at 104 [a] (Co. Rep.), 234 (E.R.). See also Vdll Grutten v. 
Foxwell, 1[1897] A. C. 658 at 684 - 5, per Davey L. J . 

4see B. Ziff and M.M. Litman, "Shelley's Rule in A Modern Context: Clearing 
the ' Heir'" (1984), 34 U.T.L . J . 170 at 172 . 
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manageable. If, for example, land was conveyed "to A for life, remainder to 

his heirs", under the rule A would take an i nrnediate fee simple. This of 

course seems contrary to the words' apparent meaning that A should take a life 

estate and, at A's death, A's heir should take tlhe fee simple. The opposite 

occurs because the words "remainder to his heirs" are treated as "words of 

limitation", defining the estate taken by A, rather than as "words of 

purchase" conferring any interest on the persons mentioned, namely the heirs 
5

of A. The llife estate taken by A under the first part of the conveyance 

then merges ,.,ith the fee simple remainder to vest in A an inrnediate fee 

simple. Thus the estate otherwise granted to A's heirs goes to A himself. 6 

Given t his comparatively (and unexpectedly) straig1htforward explanation of the 

rule, it becomes apparent that it is not the meaning of "the rule" itself 

which requires review . Rather this inquiry must determi ne whether the 

application of the rule is justified in the context of today's l aws . 

5The application of the rule brought the meaning of the grant "to A for 
life, remaindeir to A's heirs" very close to the grant "to A and his heirs". 
The latter, which evolved quite separately, was convnonly construed as 
conferring an entire fee simple on A. 

6A set of technical pre-conditions to the appl i cation of the rule must be 
satisfied : 

The interests granted to both the ancestor and the heirs must be a 
freehold t?state in realty; these estates must be of the same quality, 
either both equitable or both legal, and they must be created by the same 
instrument. However the ancestor may receive his interest by express 
grant, resulting trust or use, or by implication of the law, and he may 
hold that interest as a co-tenant. 

See Professors Ziff and Litman, supra n. 4 at 173. 

Even more important, however, was the threshold question of construction 
whether "heirs" referred to the entire line of heirs from generation to 
generation, or simply to specific individuals alive at the ancestor's death. 
In the former case the rule applied; in the latter it did not. 
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§ . Possible Reasons for the Ex i stence of the Rul e 

7
2.02 J1 l most from the time it was decided , judges and other lega

cormientators have attempted to explain the origins and purpose of the ru l e i
8

Shelley's cdse . From these efforts to justify the r ule, at least fiv
9

theories have emerged : 

( i) the ru1 e prevented f euda 1 tenants from avoiding payment of 
feudal incidents; 

(ii) the rule prevented the granting of contingent remainders ; 

(iii) the rule recognized the "economic owner 11 10 of the property, 
and restored the estate to him if his intentions were 
frustrated; 

(iv) the rule simply recognized the constraints imposed on the law 
by the doctrine of primogeniture; and 

(v) the rule avoided the perpetuities apparently expressed by the 
words of the grant. 

A fuller examination of each is instructive. 

l 

n 

e 

7rhe case· was decided by the Court of Exchequer Chamber, comprised of the 
Lord Chan,cellor and the respective Chief Justices of the Queen's Bench , Cormion 
Pleas and the Chief Baron of the Exchequer. See supra note 1 at 105b (Co . 
Rep . ), 238 (E.R.). 

Bsee , for example, id. , at 240 (E .R. ); also Vdll Grutten v . FoXltfell, 
[1897] A.C . 658 at 667, per McNaughton L.J . ; A.W.8. Simpson, An Introduction 
to the History of the Ldnd LdW (Oxford : Oxfoird Univer sity Pr ess , 1961) at 89 ; 
Re Ryndrcit (1980) , 31 O. R. (2d) 257 at 261 , per Wi lson J . A.; suprd n. 4 at 
172-1 85 . 

9professors Ziff and Litman have summari zed these theories; see suprd n. 4 
at 174-185. 

lOso called by A.O . Hargreaves , "Shelley's Ghost" (1938), 54 L. Q. R. 70. See 
discussion infrd. 
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l. Avoidance of feudal incidents 

2.03 According to this theory, Shelley's casE~ expressed a rule of tenure 

founded on feudal principles: its purpose was to prevent tenants from 

avoiding payment of feudal dues owed to their lords. In the 

thirteenth-century, transfer of land by descent upon death, unlike purchase 

inter vivos, entitled the English feudal lords, to collect various feudal 
11

'incidents' or dues from their tenants. Given the apparent meaning of the 

words used, land conveyed by grant "to A for lHe, remainder to his heirs" 

would be transferred on the death of A, under an express inter vivos 

purchase and not by descent, and thus payment of feudal dues would be avoided 

very simply. The effect of the rule, however, I,1as to trans form that direct 

grant of a riemainder to the heirs as purchasers. into a direct grant of the 

remainder baclk to the ancestor 'A' ; thus the heirs could receive an interest 

in the property only by descent directly from the ancestor, whereupon payment 

of feudal dues once again became necessary. Of course, however logical this 

explanation may have seemed in medieval England, it is not the collection of 

feudal incidents that justifies the conti nued existence of the rule in 1985. 

2. Prevent to~, of contingent remainders 

2.04 'Contingent remainders ' seem to have bee!n unacceptably illogical in 

the extremely formal system of t he early COrml()n law of property. If by 
12definition a living person can have no heirs, then any gift in remainder 

"to A's heirs" must necessarily remain continge!nt until A dies; only then 

could the identity of the heirs be ascertained! . Such an arrangement was 

perceived as creating two problems: first, part of the fee simple was 

unaccounted for -- not "seised" by anyone -- which seems to have struck the 

medieval mind as an absurdity leaving "an abeyance of seisin". More 

llchiefly "relief" and "primer seisin". 

l 2From "nemo est haeres viventis". Thus A cou1ld have an "heir apparent" 
or an "heir presumptive", but no heir in his own lifetime. 
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l 

seriously, perhaps, since only a fraction of the fee simple was seised , no one 

could be held accountable for the bulk of the f eudal services and incidents to 
ure the illlllediate lord. The contingent remainder ~,ould have been, therefore, both 
rom illogical and impolitic. In the situations to which it applied , the rule in 
the 

Shelley's case may have solved this problem by vesting the entire fee simple 
ase 13

in the ancestor 'A', thereby cancelling the contingent remainder. While 
1da 1 

this theory may make sense when viewed in conjunction with some of the other 
the possible explanations (such as the one preceding, concerning feudal 
rs" 

incidents). its inherent validity is probably suspect, for it appears that for 
:vos 

decades prior to 1579 the courts had already accepted the paradox of the 
ided 14

contingent remainder. What was true in 1579 at the very time of 
·ect 

Shelley's case is even truer in 1985, when the possibility that such a 
the 

creature might cause alarm seems utterly remote and unwarranted. 
·est 

nent 
3. Recognition of the economic owner 

lhi s 

Of 152.05 A.O. Hargreaves, t _he proponent of this theory, suggested that the 

rule developed in the fourteenth century to give effect to the intentions of 

particular testators. The idea may be explained in this way: 

During the Midd1 e Ages, sett1 ements frequently took the form of the 
settlor conveying to himself for life with a remainder to his son in

in fee taii 1 and with a further remainder to the settlor' s heirs, that 
by is, "to A for life, remainder to 8 [A's son] and the heirs of his 

body, remainder to A's heirs". On those occasions when B died in his
nder father's lifetime without issue the courts permitted the 
then settlor, A, to claim the fee on the supposition that the purpose of 

the original settlement had failed and it would be consonant with the 
was 

was 

the 

13 11 Through the application of Shelley's case, the heirs received nothing 
in a proprietary sense, but because their share passed to A, they did possess 
an expectancy in the form of a spes successionis - a hope of succeeding" ; 
see supra n. 4 at 178. 

14see Simpson, supra n. 8, at 94 . 

15see supra n. l O.·ent" 
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original intention of the settlor to permit him to reclaim the entire
estate.1,6 

Hargreaves suggested further that the courts eventually lost sight of the 

original purpose of the rule (namely, to permit the original settlor and 

"economic owner" to resume legal ownership in the event that his original 

intentions were frustrated), and came to app l y 1t formalistically without 

regard for the intentions of the parties involved. If Hargreaves' theory is 

correct on this point, it would appear that judges for over four hundred years 

have appliedl the rule for no reason other than that it has always been 

applied. Ultimately, however, the very premise of this theory may be 

questioned: as Alberta law professors Ziff and Litman recently pointed
17 

out, 1t is. not altogether clear that the grant "to A for life, remainder 

to 8 and the heirs of his body, remainder to A's heirs" intends A to be 

anything more than an ordinary life tenant, nor that it would fail entirely if 

8 died in A's lifetime without issue . It is not clear, in other words, that 

the grantor 'A' ever intended to resume legal o~mership. Thus the premise of 

this explanation of the rule's origins may be doubted. As a result, the 

theory fails adequately to justify the rule's continued usage. 

4. Continuity with the doctrine of primogeniture 

2.06 Although the doctrine of primogeniture ceased long ago to have any 

real impact in matters of this kind, at one time it may have justified the 

rule in Shel .ley's case. Since primogeniture permitted only a single heir to 

take on the death of A, under this system a grant •to A's heirs" could only 
l

have been i ntended to signify the line of heirs from generation to 

generation. And yet the entire line of heirs could not possibly all take as 

purchasers on A's death. It would make sense, therefore, that the word 

"heirs• in any grant "to A for life, remainder to his heirs• should always be 

construed as a word of limitation describing A's interest, and not as a word 

of purchase . This analysis is problematic, however, because it has been held 

in the great majority of cases that the rule did not evolve as a mere rule of 

16see supra n. 4, at 176. 

17rb1d., 177-178. 
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constructio,n: quite to the contrary, the ru·1e is viewed as an unal terable 
18

rule of law having nothing to do with the parties' intentions . Rather 

than providing any justification for the rule's continued existence, then,

this theon1 of the rule's origins illuminates two compelling reasons for its 
19

abolition : first the modern application of the rule, since it obliges the 

court to disregard even the parties' cl1earest intentions, is rarely

beneficial; and second, even if the interpretation required by the rule was 

necessary at one time, the system it was designed to serve was irretrievably 
20

changed lorug ago.

5 . Avoidaruce of perpetuities

2.07 If "heirs" in the grant "to A for life, remainder to his heirs"
21 

denoted the whole line of inheritable descendants , the grant would have 

given rise either to a perpetually contingent fee simple or to a perpetual

sequence of life estates in favour of the heirs . In either case the result 
22

would have offended what was in the sixteenth century the developing
23

jurisprudence against perpetuities . The rule expressed in Shelley's 

case would have remedied this problem by ves;ting the ancestor "A" with an 

alienable Eistate, thus sterrrning the perpetuity . If this theory is correct not 
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the 18see, for instance, Vdll Grutten v. Foxwen, supra n. 8, at 672 , per 
McNaughton L. J.

l9The rule was considered as recently as in 1980: see Re Rynard (1980) , 
31 0.R. (2d) 257 (C . A.), discussed infra.

20see "Acr.: Abolishing Primogeniture", S.U.C. 1851, c . 6, which came into 
force on January 1, 1852.

21Note that this may not be the proper construction of these words; see n . 
34 infra. 

22see Hold1,.iorth, supra n . l, at 108. 

23see supz:a n. 4 at 183-4; see also Manitoba Law Reform Commission, The 
Rules Against Perpetuities dlld Accumulati ons (Report No. 49, 1980) at 9-28. 
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only the origins but, in some jurisdictions, the modern retention of the rule 

in Shelley's case might be explained . In Manitoba, however, the rule 

against perpetuities was itself abolished in 1983 by "The Perpetuities and 

Accumulations Act", C.C.S.M. c. P32.5. Unless it serves some other purpose, 

it makes little sense to retain a rule of law when the policy justification 

for it has passed. 

C. Criticisms of the Rule 

2.08 Most discussions of the rule in Shelley's case customarily begin 
24

with mention of its difficulty, irrelevance and obscurity. That such an 

apparently innocuous bit of law should attract such widespread denunciation is 

suggestive of its value. Of course, the mere difficulty of the rule would not 

justify its abolition; if the rule carried some valid policy into effect, the 

rule should stand regardless of its complexity. Such, unfortunately, is not 

the case. Thus the following analysis supports the abolition of the rule. 

2. 09 First, of the five theories surveyed above, none explains why the 

rule ought to continue to enjoy any current status whatsoever. Indeed when 

the explanation of its origins is attempted, the obscurity of the rule's 

effect is a1ctually increased . Clearly the historical reasons for it have 

passed. 

2.10 Second, the continued existence and ,application of the rule seem 

actually detrimental rather than beneficial. As already noted, it operates as 

a rule of law imposing a necessary constructioin regardless of the intentions 

of the parties involved. For no apparent petlicy reason, and against the 
25

dominant tenor of the law in this regarct , the courts are obliged to defeat 

even those intentions which are most clearly expressed. 

24see, for example, Professors Ziff and Litmian, supra n. 4, at 171; and 
van Grutten v. Foxwell, supra n. 8 , at 667 - 681, per McNaughtan L.J. 

251t is a first principle in the law governing testate succession, for 
example, that the law ought as much as possiblle to favour the intentions of 
the testator or testatrix. 
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2.11 Third, the rule has become a nuisance to conveyancing. The persons
le 

likely unexpectedly to suffer most are the less sophisticated practitioner

(or, more l ·ikely, the clients of the less sophisticated practitioner), the 

draftsman of a ho1ograph wi 11, or the person who 1 ooks after the transfer of 

his property himself . Given the natural meaning of the words in the grant "to 

A f~r life, remainder to his heirs" (namely that A shall receive a life estate 

and his children the fee simple), it could hardly be surprising that these 

inexperienced i ndividuals might fail to understand or to remember the 

significance of the sixteenth-century case . In the event , such random 

discrimination could sti l l be excused if some compe11 i ng po1icy reason 

justified it - - but this is not the case with respect to the rule in 

Shelley's case . The result i s needless confusion on irrelevant pol icy 

grounds denying the testator or vendor the property transfer they expect and 

hope for. 

2 . 12 Fourth, curiously, the rule's status i n Manitoba is uncertain. This 

may be, at least in part , because the other prov i nces in Canada have not been 

able to agree on whether the rule in Shelley ' s case even applies to them. 

The Alberta courts, for example, have held that the rule is not in force in 
26

that province. In In re Simpson Estate, t his conclusion followed from 

the Alberta Court of Appeal's construction of the legislation introducing the 

English law generally: in their view the 11 ne1,1 colony" of Canada could not 

have adopted those laws pertaining exclusively to the tenure of land under the 

f euda 1 syst em in England because that system was never introduced in 
27

Canada. The Court also held, alternatively, that the rule would have been 

displaced by the Torrens system in any case because it was inappropriate to 
28

land under that system. When asked to exp llain the continued application 

of the rule in other provinces (including Ontario), the Alberta Court 

suggested frankly that it must have been the• first to consider the whole 

question -- that the other provinces had just assumed the rule was good law. 
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26[1927] 3 W.W.R . 534 (Alta . S. C. , App. Div . ); aff'd on other grounds, 
[1928] S.C .R. 329; foll 'd in Re Budd Bstat◄~ (1958), 12 D.L.R. (2d) 782 
(Al ta . S. C. ) . 

27rbid., at 536-540. 

28rb1d . , at 540-542 . 
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2.13 Even in Ontario, however, where the rule is viewed as subsisting law, 

its imposition is regularly avoided by the courts. The ease with which it is 

avoided is derived from one of the set of formal pre-conditions to its 

application, namely, that the ru le only applies where the word "heirs" in the 

grant "to A for life, remainder to his heirs" is found to denote the whole 
29

line of heirs from generation to generation. If, on the other hand, the 

word "heirs" is found to refer more narrowly only to a limited group of 
30

specific individuals, such as those heirs who are alive at the ancestor 

A's death, the rule cannot apply. Thus do the courts use this threshold 

question of const ruction to their advantage, ·interpreting the words of the 

grant imaginatively to give best effect to the intentions of the grantor. In 
31

Re Rynard, for example, the Ontario Court of Appeal held that the rule 

did not apply to the following devise: 

... [M]y son, Kennedy shall continue to have the use of said lands 
until h·i s death . . . and after my son Kennedy's death, my son Dr . 
Bernard Rynard shall be paid the sum of fifteen hundred dollars out 
of the said lands and the balance shall gc, to the heirs of my son, 
Kennedy . 32 

The Court in that instance found that the testatrix had used the word "heirs" 

in the sense only of her son Kennedy's next of kin living at his death. The 

opposite construction (to which the rule would have applied) was not possible 

because the testatrix had made it clear that Kennedy was not to take an estate 

in fee simple; rather in a subsequent clause of the will she had plainly 

29If it does not, the word is not a word of limitation, but of purchase. 
The word "heirs" need not actua11y be used; any words which advert to an 
indefinite line of heirs will bring the rule into effect. See, e.g., van 
Grutten v . .Foxwell, supra n. 3 at 684-5, per Davey L.J. 

30or "personae designatum". 

31(1980), 31 O.R . (2d) 257 (C . A.), per Wilson, J . A. 

32rbid., 259. 
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33 
w, limited his interest to a determinable life estate. This decision is 

is noteworthy for the Ontario Court of Appeal 's resourceful use of a rule of 

its construction to avoid imposing a rule of law . Specifically, as Professors 

the Ziff and Litman point out: 

ole 
_... [I]t is difficult to appreciate how the gift of the life estate 

the to Kennedy, whether limited or of natural duration, assists in the 
thresho"ld question of construction which concerns only the intendedof 
meaning of the term 'heirs'. In every modern decision where the rule 

stor in Shelley's case has been applied the ,ancestor was intended to 
receive only a life estate. This is the anITToying aspect of the rule;hold it flouts testamentary intention by giving an unintentional windfall 

the to the ancestor. Put another way , the gift of the life estate to 
Kennedy indicates what the heirs are to receive in the remainder, butIn 
it provides no guidance as to whom the ,.iord 'heirs' is meant to 

rule describe. After examining the entire Rynard will i t is clear that 
there is only one reference to the heirs, and not a single adjectival 
or contextual basis which can assist in ascertaning the actual 
intentions of the testatrix in employing that term. 34 

33rb1d., 26!5 .irs" 

The 34see suprc1 n. 4, at 191 . In its judgment the Ontario Court of Appea1, 
reversing the trial judge, held that section 31 of the Ontario Wills Act,Ible 
R.S.O. 1927, c. 149, was not applicable in the circumstances of the case. 

tate Similar to section 29 of the Manitoba Wills )\ct, C.C.S.M. c . W150, section 
31 provides that: 

31. Where any real estate is devised by any testator, dying on or after 
the 5th day of March, 1880, to the heir or heirs of any testator, or of 
any other person, and no contrary or other intention is signified by the 
will, the words "heir" or "heirs" shall be construed to mean the person or 

ase. persons to whom the real estate of the testator, or of such other person 
an as the case may be, would descend under th,e law of Ontario in case of an 

Van intesta,cy . 

(Footnote continued to page 28) 
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2.14 It Is noteworthy further that Re Rynai~d is typical of attempts by 

the courts to avoid imposing the rule in Shelley's case. Constrained by a 

rule of law that seems inexplicably contrary to their sense of justice (as 

contrary to the grantor's intentions), Canatdian judges have attempted 

generally to narrow 1ts application. Again, even this might be acceptable if 

the rule itself sought to achieve some valid policy purpose, but the rule has 

no such pretensions. 

0. Conclusion 

2.15 In summary form, then, the following observations support the 

abolition of the rule in Shelley's case: 

(1) the historical reasons for it have passed ; 

(1i) operating as a rule of law, without regard for the grantor's 
intentions, its continued application seems actually detrimental 
rather than beneficial; 

(111) the rule has become a nuisance 1n the drafting of wills and inter 
v1vos settlements, trapping the um~ary practitioner and client 
alike; 

(1v) the rule's status 1n Manitoba is uncertain; and 

(v) even where the rule is viewed as subsisting law its imposition 1s 
regularly avoided by the courts. 

(Footnote continued from page 27) 
Section 31 seems to create a rebuttable presumption that the word "heirs " 
shall be equivalent to the notion of "next of kin" in intestate succession 
laws. Professors Ziff and Litman, therefore, suggest that section 31 ought to 
have been applicable to the case: since, in their view, the word "heirs" was 
undefined and ambiguously used in the wi 11 itself, section 31 should have 
given the remainder to the heirs of the first generation only. They find it 
ironic that the Ontario Court of Appeal adopt,ed less convincing reasons for 
avoiding th•~ rule in Shelley's case. 
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With so little to commend the continued existence of the rule, the Commission 

therefore re!commends: 

RECOHHE~fDATION l 

That the1 rule in Shelley's case be abolished in Hanitoba. 

L i>roposalls for Reform 

2.16 It is ironic that the rule in Shelley's case continues to concern 

Canadians in 1985 when it was abolished 60 years ago in England, its country 
35 of origin. ' Section 131 of the Imperial L.aH of Property Act, 1925, 15 

Geo. 5, c. ;!O, provides as follows:

Where b:y any instrument coming into operation after the commencement 
of this Act an interest in any property is expressed to be given to 
the heir or heirs or issue or any particular heir or any class of the 
heirs or issue of any person in words which, but for this section 
would, under the rule of law known as the! Rule in Shelley's case, 
have operated to give to that person an interest in fee simple or an 
entailed interest, such words shall operate in equity as words of 
purchase and not of limitation, and shall be construed and have 
effect accordingly, and in the case of an interest in any property 
expressed to be given to an heir or heirs or any particular heir or 
class of heirs, the same person or persons shall take as would in the 
case of freehold land have answered that description under the 
general law in force before the commencement of this Act . 

This legislation negates the effect of the ru·le by declaring that the words 

"to A' s heirs" be construed as words of purchase· conferring an actual interest 

on the perso,ns mentioned, namely the heirs of JI, and not merely as words of 

limitation defining the estate taken by A. Thus the English Parl iament 

restored the natural meaning of the words of the grant. 

by 

Ya 
(as 

ted 
if 

has 

the 

ve 
lt 

for 
35rhe New Brunswick Law Reform Division also noted this irony. See New 
Brunswick LaW' Reform Division, sw::vey of the L.aH of Real Property - A Working 
Paper (1976) at 19- 25. 
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2.17 We think that the most appropriate piece of legislation in Manitoba 

i n which to abolish the rule in Shelley ' s ca,se is "The Law of Property 

Act", C. C.S .M. c. L90 . The abolition can, for our purposes, be accomplished 

by an enactment more simply and briefly worded than the English provision. 

The followinu reco11111endation sets forth the draft legislation that we propose 

be adopted: 

RECOHHBNl>ATION 2 

That the abolition of the rule in Shelley's· case be dCComplished by 
dlllending "The LdW of Property Act•, C.C.S.H. c . L90, to include a 
section i,imilar to the following; 

The Rule of law known as the Rule in Shelley's case is 
abo.11shed insofar as it ls part of the l.aw of Hanitoba. 

2. 18 We have noted that the English legisl,ation abolished the rule only 

with respect to those instruments which came into operation after its date of 

convnencement. We think that in Manitoba the abolition of the rule should be 

given retrospective effect and we so reco11111end: 

RECOHHE~r/JATION 3 

That , except as provided in recommendation 4, the abolition of the 
Rule i n Shelley's case apply to all interests in real property 
created before, or on or after the date t:he abolition of the Rule 
comes into force . 

RECOHHEl'IDATION 4 

That the legislation provide that where, 1nioc to its commencement , 
any act or step was taken !n reliance upon the dppl!cability of the 
Rule in Shelley's case, the law as it was prior to the passing of the 
legislation should apply to that ac t or st1?p , as the case may be , as 
if the legislation had not been passed. 
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PART III

PERMISSIVE ANO EQUITABLE WASTE

itoba 

pccty 

ished 

sion . 
3.01 Waste is a tort concerned with protecting the interests of a 

remaindennan or reversioner of property. This is accomplished by restricting 

a tenant's use of that property. Accordingly, the law of waste is a tool used 

to balance the rights of tenant and remaindennain. There are two categories of 

waste: co"missive (voluntary) and permissive . 

3.02 Th1is report deals with two problems within the law of waste which 

require rectification. The first deals with whether life tenants are liable 

for permis:sive waste, and whether they should! be. The second deals with a 

type of conrmissive waste, known as equitable wa1ste. The issue with respect to 

equitable ,.iaste is whether the present legis'lation governing this topic is 

drafted broadly enough. 

3.03 In attending to this area, the Commission recognizes that the law of 

waste has limited application today because the vast majority of leases and 
1

settlements have specific provisions covering a tenant's responsibilities. 

Notwithstanding its small scope, this area of the law is problematic and that, 

in itself, constitutes sufficient justification for this study. 

A. Permissive Waste 

3. 04 PE!rmi ss i ve waste is an offence of omission or non-feasance, where the 

tenant . allows events to occur which cause damage to the property . Examples 

include not repairing the roof of a building, causing storms to damage the 

building's interior2 or allowing banks of a river to deteriorate, so that 
3

land is flooded. 

opose 

• 

lThere has, never been a reported case in Manitoba dealing with permissive 
waste. 

2Lord Coke, Co. Litt. 53a. 

3critfJ.th':s case (1564) Moore (K.B.) 69; 72 E.R. 446 . 
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l . Manitoba 

3.05 In Manitoba, waste is dealt with in "The LaH of Property Act•, 

C. C . S. M. c . L90, s . l 3: 

Lessees making or suffering waste on the demised premises without 
licence of the lessors are liable for full damages so occasioned. 

By using the phrase "making or suffering waste", the section expressly 

encompasses both corrrnissive and permissive waste. However, the words 

"lessees" , "demised premises" and "lessors" E!XClude life tenants from the 

ambit of the legislation . Section 13 is credlited as a translation of the 
4

Statute of i':larlbridge, 1267: 

Also fermors during their terms shall not rr~ke waste, sale nor exile 
of hous1~s, wood and men, nor of anything belonging to the tenements 
they ha1ve to firm, without special l i c,ence had by writing of 
covenant, making mention that they may do it: which thing, if they do 
and thereof be convict, they shall yield full damage and shall be 
punish by amerciament grievously. 5 

452 Hen. 3, c. 23. The Statute of Harlbridg,e is also known by the names 
Marlebridge and Marlborough. Some commentators explain that Marlbridge is the 
old name for the present-day Marlborough. t-lowever, Prof. Irvine of the 
Commission is of the view that they were two separate centres: hi story has 
lost to us a1t which of the two the Court was then sitting. 

The sta;tute of Harlbridge expanded the common law where the only classes 
of tenants who were liable for waste were those tenants whose interest arose 
from the lc1ws of dower and curtesy, Co . Litt. 43a, 300; Co . 2 Inst . 145. 
There is a dispute among commentators as to whiich classes of landholders were 
liable at common law. Bracton (cited by Reeves l Reeve's Hist. Hng. Law 
386) argues liability existed at common law against both life tenants and 
tenants for years. 

5sora Laskin, cases and Notes on Land LaH (2d ed. 1964) 420. The original 
text is: 

_Item firmai' tempe fi~ aua, vastum, vendic6em, 
seu exiliii nii faciant, in domib3, boscis,. hiiibJ, neq, de 
aliquib3 ad tenemta q• ad firma bent sp•tantib3, n' 
spalem ( ") Tift-mt concessionc [p sc1,turam ''] [sive 
c1ivenc6nis menc6em "] ('!.) qd hoc faPe possint. Et 
si fe2"mt &' s~ hoc convincant' cwnpna plene n:~ 
fundent, lie g"vir p miam puniant'. • 
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This was the first statutory enactment on waste and was followed eleven years 
6

later by the statute of Gloucester, 1278, which 'is as follows: 

.. . , It is provided that a man from henceforth shall have a writ of waste 
in chance!ry against him that holdeth by law of England , or otherwise 
for term of life, or for terms of years, or a woman in dower; and he 
who shall be attainted of waste shall lose the thing he hath wasted, 
-and moreover shall recompense thrice so much as the waste shall be 
taxed at. 7 

sly 3.06 Like Section 13, the anc i ent statutes cover both permissive and 

co1T111issive wa1ste as explained by Lord Coke in his discussion of the use of the 

phrase "to do, or make waste" in the statute of Hairlbridge . 

To do 01r make waste in legal understandinig in this place (time) 
includes as well permissive waste, which is waste by reason of 
omission or not doing, as for want of reparation, as waste by reason 
of commission and the same word hath The Statutes of 
Glouceste!r, c. 5, que aver tait W"aste and y,et is understood as well 
of passive as active waste.a 

ds 

the 

the 

66 Edw. l, c. 5. The writ of waste established in this statute was repealed 
in England by 1879 (Imp.), c. 59. 

7Laskin, supz:a n. 5, at 420. The original text i·s : 

Ensement purveu est qe len eit desoremes bref de Wait en la Chauncelrie, 
[fet de ceo sur] home qi tient par la lei de Engleterre, ou en autre 
manere a terme de vie, ou a terme de annz, 0Iu fe1T111e en doweire , e celui qi 
serra at,eint de Wast perde la chose [qil ad] wastee e estre ceo face gre 
del trebhle de ceo qe le Wast serra taxe . 

Seo. 2 Inst. 145. This was approved in the ,extensive notes to Greene v. 
Cole (1799), 2 Wm. Saund . 252; 85 f. . R. 1037 (C:.A.); followed in Harnett v. 
H,"iitland (1847), 16 M. & W. 257; 153 f..R. 1184 (Exch.).
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Holmested points out that the older Elizabethan cases substantiate Coke's 
9

interpretation. 

3.07 Unlike section 13, however, the anciE!nt statutes make both tenants 

for years and tenants for life equally liablle for waste. The statute of 

Gloucester does so expressly, by listing the classes of tenants it covers, 

while the statute of Harlbridge uses the term fermor. Manitoba has 

translated this to mean lessee, but Sir Edward Coke defined this term as 

• a 11 tenants h hold by 1 e or years. lO st. Germain's Doctorencompass,n,g w o l "f 
11and student: (1518), published even closer in time to the enactment of the 

Statutes, also describes both tenants for years and for life as being liable. 
12Therefore, Manitoba, through a translation error has drafted section 13 

too restrictively, enacting only part of the law of waste. As a result, the 

liability of a life tenant for waste in Manitoba is unclear. 

2. Case l~w divergence 

3 . 08 This uncertainty of the status of the life tenant's liability for 

waste is exacerbated by the fact that there has never been a reported case in 

Manitoba orn the subject of permissive waste in any context. Outside of 

Manitoba, there is conflicting case law concerning this issue. Even though 

the Statutes of Marlbridge and Gloucester clearly made both tenants for years 

and tenants for life liable for both permissive and commissive waste, the case 

9AI10n, Trin. T6, El i z . 62 . Griffith's case, supra n . 4, referred to 
by: Geo . S. Holmested , "Permissive waste by Tenants for Life or Years" (1908) 
44 C.L . J. 175 at 181. 

lOcoke, 2 Inst. 145. This definition is disp1uted by G. Kirc hwey who argues 
that fermors include only tenants for years. see G. Kirchwey, "Liability 
for Waste" (1908), Col. L.R . 425 at 431 . 

llp1ucknett and Barton (ed.), st. Germa.in' ,s Doctor and student (Second 
Dialogue) (1974) 17 7. 

121t should be noted that Ontario also has a secti on identi cal to section 
13: Conveyanc:!ng and LaH of Property Act, R.S. O. 1980, c . 90, s. 32. 
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law has not uiniformly given effect to this interp,retation. Two lines of cases 

have emerged. While the courts seem to agree that the ancient statutes 

created the same liability for life tenants and tenants for years, there is 

,ts divergence as to whether this includes liability for permiss ive waste . In the 

last century, the cases dealing with life tenants have held them unimpeachableof 

for permissiv·e waste , while the cases dealing with tenants for years have heldrs, 
them· liable for permissive waste. In the process , both lines have thrownhas 

as doubt upon the other. The leading case supporting liability for permissive 

tor waste for both life tenants and tenants for years is the English decision of 

the Yellowly ". Gower , 
13 

followed in Ontario by Horris v. 
14

caicncross. The leading case supporting irrmunity is the Englishle. 
15decision of In re cartwright, followed in Ontari o by Pdtterson v. The13 

16 
the Centrdl Cdlldd!d Lodll dlld SdVings Compdlly. 

( i) immuinity 

The English decision supporting irrmunity for permissive waste for 

for life tenants is that of In re Cdrtwright. It was decided on essentially 
17 

in three points. First, Mr. Justice Kay applied several earlier decisions, 

of which he heldl denied liability for permissive waste. Secondly, the judgment 

ugh 

ars 

se 

13(1855) , E;c 274; 156 E. R. 833. Approved by: Woodhouse v . Wdlker 
(1880), 5 Q.B.D. 404 (C.A.); Ddvies v. Ddvies (18B5), 38 Ch. D. 499. 

14(190n, 14 O. L.R . 544. Followed by: Cherr,y v. Smith, [1933] 1 W.W.R. 
205 (Sask. C.. C.); Roberts v. HcHdllnis, [1933] l W.W. R. 193 (Sask. C.C . ) . 

to 
908) 15(1889), 41 Ch. D. 532. Followed by: In re Frellld/1, [1898] 1 Ch. 28; In 

re Parry, [1900] 1 Ch. 160. 

ques 16(1890), 29 O.R. 134 (Div. Ct.). Fo11 owed by: Monro v. Toronto Ra.ilwa.y
lity co. (1904), 9 O.L.R. 299 (C.A.); Currie v. Currie (1910), 20 O.L.R . 375 

( H. Ct.). 

cond 11cibson v. I/ells (1805), 1 8. & P.N.R. 290; 127 E.R . 473; Herne v. 
Benbow (18131) 4 Taunt. 764; 128 E.R. 531; Jones v . Hill (1817); 7 Taunt. 
392, 129 E . R . l 56. 
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refers to eq1uity's refusal to provide remedies in cases of permissive waste. 

Finally, Mr. Justice Kay based his decision largely on the lack of litigation 
. t 1 B on permi ss,v,e was e. 

The second point was expanded on by Chancellor Boyd in the 

Patterson case which applied In re cart"'right in Ontario. Chancellor Boyd 

held that the rules of equity and the common law were in conflict about 

permissive \o1aste. The Judicature Act 1873, (36 &. 37 Viet., c. 66) which 

combined equity and the common law, provides that where the two are in 

conflict, equity is to prevail. Accordingly, Chancellor Boyd found that the 
19 

Judicature A.ct 1873 had abrogated any action for permissive waste. 

(ii) liability 

Horris v. Cairncross is a decision of Chief Justice Meredith of 

the Divisional Court of Ontario. Basically, he found In re cart"'right and 

Patterson wrongly decided. In arriving at this decision, he surveyed the 

statements of Lord Coke, the academic writing on topic, as well as prior case 

lBon this point, the following is an excerpt from the decision of Mr. 
Justice Kay: 

Since the Statutes of Marlbridge and of Gloucester there must have been 
hundred's of thousands of tenants for lif1e who have died leaving their 
estates in a condition of great dilapidation. Not once, so far as legal 
records go, have damages been recovered against the estate of a tenant for 
life on that ground. To ask me in that state of the authorities to hold 
that a tenant for life is liable for permissive waste to a remainderman is 
to my mind a proposition altogether startling. 

In re cart"'right, supra n. 15, at 536 . 

19chancellor Boyd relied on Barnes v. Do"'Hng (1881), 44 L. T. (N.S.). 
809 (Div . Ct.). 
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le. law. 2° Countries with similar laws such as 21Ireland, the United 
Ion 22

States
23

and Scotland were also referred to in his judgment . 

(iii) evaluation 
the 

yd In re Cartwright relied on three cases in the Co11111on Pleas 
~t 

Gibson v. Wells, Herne v. Benbow and Jones v. Hill as 
1ch authorities for the princ i ple that t here is no ·1iability for permissi ve waste 
in against life tenants . However, as Chief J ustic,e Meredith pointed out in the 

the 
Horris decis·ion , these cases are 

24 
readily distinguishable . 

20Anon, Triin. T. 6, El i z. 62 ; Corbet v. .Stonehouse 9 Car. , 2 Ro 11 e 
of Abri. 816-7 ;; sticklehorne v. Hartchllldll, 28 Eliz . , Owen 43; 74 E. R. 887 

and 
(K.B.); Greene v. 
13; Davies v . Davies, 

Cole , supra 
supra n. 14 . 

n. 9; Wood'.house v. Walker, supra n. 

the 

e 21Hughes v. Sullivan 
H'cann (1851), 1 Irish 

(1829), 
C.L.R. 

2 Iri sh Law Recorder, O.S. 456; 
(N.S . ) 205 . Both hold that tenants 

White v. 
of either 

class are liab l e for permi ss i ve waste . 

22particular·ly relevant cases include : White v. Wagner (1815), 4 Har . & 
J . (Maryland) 302; Wil son v. Edmonds (1852), 4 Foster (24 N. H. ) 517; 
Stevens v. Rose (1888), 69 Mich . 259; Hoo.r:e v. Townshend (1869), 33 
N.J . Law 284 . The latter case contains a scholarly judgment by Judge Depue 
who wrote a thorough review of Engl i sh authoriities and concluded that both 

Mr. life tenants and tenants for years are liable. 

23Meredith looks to the civil law of usu.fruct because of its simi l arity to 
teen English law of waste . He refers to Bell ' s commentaries on the LdHs of 
heir Scotland (6th ed . ) (Vol. 2) 892-3, which held tienants liable for events which 
egal would be cla·ssified as permissive waste. 
for 

hold 24Gibson v. Wells dealt with a tenant at w'ill, a class not covered by 
n is the statute . The next case, Herne v. Benbow 1relied on a case of a tenant 

at will for its authority that there is no liability for permissive waste, 
The Countess of Shrewbury's Case, 5 Co . 136, 77 E.R . 6B (K . B.) . Herne was 

(Footnote conti nued to page 38) 

S. ) . 
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As ~,ell, the argument of Chancellor Boyd in Patterson that an 

action for permissive waste is not maintainable because equity conflicts with 
25

the cormnon law is a misconceived view. The Courts of Equity had 

concurrent jurisdiction of waste with the Courts of Law. However, Equity's 

remedies are ill-suited to permissive waste because it is non-feasance and 

therefore re,quires mandatory i njunctions, whi,ch Equity has always been 
26

reluctant to grant . Due to this, the Courts of Equity have consistently 
27refused re l ie,f for all uses of permi ssive wast,e, as they saw damages as 

28the proper r emedy. But, as Chief Justice Meredith pointed out in the 

Horris decisiion, t his refusal does not affect lega1 l liability, nor conflict 

(Footnote conti nued f r om page 37) 
al so dec ided on procedural grounds . The final case, Jones v. Hill, did 
not deal with l i ability, but ra ther whether or not the act ions complai ned of 
were waste . What a lso may have misled Mr. J ustiice Kay was the i naccuracy of 
the r eports, noted by Baron Par ke in Yellowl~r v. Gower, supra n. 14 at 
293-4. 

25This is s upported by: Horris v. Cairncross , supra n. 16 at 459-61; 
Holmested , s.upra n. 10 at 186-9 ; C. B. Labatt., "Obligation of Tenant to 
Repair" (1901) 37 C.L . J . 521 at 536-7 . 

26Kerr on rnjunc tions (4th ed.) 31 . See ,also Morris V. Cairncross , 
supra n. 15 at 560. 

27r.ord castlemain v. Lord craven (1 733) , 22 Vin . Abri . 523; Wood v. 
craynon (1761), Ambler 1395; 27 E.R. 263; La.ndsdowne v. La.ndsdowne 
(1820), 1 J. & W. 522; 37 E.R. 467; Coffi n v .. Coffin (1821), Jae. 7;, 37 
E.R. 776; Powys v. Blagrave (1854), 4 D.G., M. & G. 448; 43 E.R. 582; 
Warren v. RUda.11 (1860), 1 J. & H. l; 70 LR. 637 .. 

2Bper Hardwick, L.C . Jesus college v. Bloom, 3 Atk . 262 , 26 E. R. 953. 
Also see Holmested, supra n. 9 at 186-9 . 
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ao with it. 29 Furthermore, as legal liability is founded upon the legislation 

th and is not a rule of common law, it is not affected by the Judicdture 
30

ad Act. 

'S 

Finally, Mr. Justice Kay's main reason for his decision was the lack 

of litigation dealing with permissive waste. This was, in his view, strong 

evidence of an immunity . However, there are probably better explanations . 

as First, the majority of life tenants have their estates settled upon them by 

the instruments that would contain specific provisions governing their duties. 

Further, the rule act1o personalis would not allow a remainderman to sue the 
31

life tenant's estate . 

Acc1:>rdingly, despite the many textbooks which have unquestioningly 
32accepted In .r:e Cartwright, its reasons are unpersuasive. It follows 

29Horris v. Cairncross, supra n . 15, at 561-2. 

The most that can be said as to the course of Courts of Equity in regard
did to claims for permissive waste is that they did not actively interfere .. or . and I see in this course nothing that involves any conflict or variance
of between the rules of equity and the rules of common law. 
at 

30c.B. Labatt , supra. n. 26 at 533-4, cited with approval by Chief Justice 
Meredith . 

1i 
to 31Id., at 535 . Also see Notes (1889) 20 L.Q.R., 448-9, cited with 

approval by Meredith. It is unfortunate that Chancellor Boyd in Pdtterson 
v. central Canada Loan .md savings company decided "it appears unnecessary 
to delve into the ancient law with a view of i1mpeaching the decision of Mr . 
Justice Kay in In re Cartwright" (supra n. 17 at 136) . The exercise would 
have been more profitable than his uncritical acc:eptance.

v. 
32These writers include: Megarry and Wade, The Law of Real Property (4th

31 ed . 1975); Cheshire and Burns , Modern Law of i;ieal Property (13th ed . 1982);
82; Adkin's Landlord and Tenant (17th ed. 1973) 147-50; Peter Butt, 

Introduction to Land Law (Aust . ) (1980) 810; W. A. West, The Law of 
Dildpiddtionis (7th ed . 1974); J . C.W. Wy l ie, Irisli Land Law (1975) 213.

53. 
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that the decision of Chief Justice Meredith in Horris that, in effect, 

makes both life tenants and tenants for yea1rs liable for permissive waste 

should be followed in Manitoba. 

3. Conclus'ion 

3.09 Both life tenants and tenants for years should be liable for 

permissive waste. Not only is this the! more convincing historical 

interpretation of the law, it is also the better policy. The Commission can 

see no reason whatsoever for the two to be treated differently. In both 

situations there is a reversionary interest to be protected. As discussed, 

Manitoba, through a translation error has not adequately protected these 

interests. 

4. Options, of Reform 

3.10 There are three options available to correct this problem. First 

section 13 of "The LdW of Property Act" could simply be repealed, leaving 

the Statutes of Marlbridge and Gloucester to cover the field. This is the 
33

situation in most provinces. It is not, in our view, an appropriate 

solution as it does not satisfactorily clarify the liability of tenants for 

permissive waste. 

3.11 Secondly, Manitoba could retain section 13 and enact a further 

provision similar to section 29 of Ontario's Conveydllc1ng and LdJ,i of Property 
34 

Act, R.S.O. 1980, c. 90. This section is a translation of the statute 

of Gloucester and its presence mitigates Ontario's identical translation 

error. However, the section does not expressly define waste to include 

33Alberta, British Columbia, Newfoundland, Nova Scotia and Saskatchewan are 
all simply governed by the old English Statute5. 

34The section reads as follows: 

A dowress, a tenant for life or for years, and the guardian of the estate 
of a minor, are impeachable for waste and liable in damages to the person 
i njUrt!d . 
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permissive waste. It would also be undesirable to preserve the flawed section 

13. 

3.12 Finally, Manitoba could repeal section 13 and enact a broader 
provision which would clarify the law. This has been done in New Brunswick 
and Prince Edward Island, who share an identical comprehensive statutory 

prov·ision dealing with waste. It reads: 

6(1) Subject to the express terms of any lease, or of any valid and 
subsisting covenant, agreement or stipulation affecting the tenancy,

(a) every tenant for years and every tenant for life is liable 
to his landlord and to every other person for the time being
having a reversionary interest in the leased premises for 
voluntary waste and for permissive waste in respect of the 
premises to the extent by which the interest of the landlord and 
other persons, if any, having a reversionary interest in the 
premises is detrimentally affected thereby; and 

(b) every tenant at will is liable to his landlord and every
other person having a reversionary interest in the leased 
premises for voluntary waste in respect of the premises to the 
extent by which the interest of the landlord and other persons, 
if any, having a reversionary interest in the premises is 
detrimentally effected thereby.

6(2) Every landlord and every person having a reversionary interest
in any leased premises is entitled, in respect of any waste by a
tenant 1n respect of the premises, in an action brought in a Court of 
competent jurisdiction to obtain damages or an injunction or both.35 

3.13 These sections clearly follow Lord Coke's interpretation of the 

ancient statutes and make both life tenants and tenants for years liable for 

permissive 1,1aste. They codify very clearly the scope of the law and 
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35Ldndlord and Tendllt Act , S. N.8. c. L-1 . The same provision appears in 
Landlord and Tendllt Act, R.S.P.E.I. 1974, c . L-7, s. 7. 
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specifically address what remedies are available . Adoption of similar 
legislation would be the best path, in our view, for Manitoba to follow. 

3. 14 If Manitoba were to adopt this legislation, two adjustments should be 
made. First, due to "The Perpetuities and Accumulations Act", C.C .S.M. c. 
P32 .5, all successive legal interests are deemed to take effect in equity as 
interests behind a trust. It would be desirable, therefore, expressly to 
include trustees of estates for life or years ,as persons to whom u tenant may 
be liable. Secondly, the words "detrimentally affected", contained within the 
New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island statute'S, must be viewed with caution. 
Potentially, they could negate the co11111on law action of ameliorating waste . 

36This type of waste encompasses alterations which improve the estate. 
Although claims for ameliorating waste are only successful if the whole 

37character of the property is changed or proposed to be changed, this type 
of waste could be a weapon for the conservation of estates of historical or 
natural significance . Because the words "detrimentally affected" could be 
construed by the courts to abrogate such an action, we think it is advisable 
to exclude expressly ameliorating waste from the ambit of the legislation. 
The Co11111ission therefore recomends: 

RECOHJtl'i:NDATION 1 

That s·ection l3 of "The Law of Property Act", C.C.S.H. c. L90, be 
repealed and replaced with the following: 

flute by Tell4nt:s 

( 1) Subject to the express terms of ,31l!/ lease, or of any valid 
and subsisting covenant, agreement or stipulation affecting the 
tenancy, 

(a) every tenant for years and every tendllt for life is liable 
t:o his landlord, to any other person ifor the time being having a 

36Megarry and Wade, supra n. 32 at 104. 

3lrbid. 
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ar reversiondry interest in thP. leased or settled premises, and to 
any trustee of any trust under which such terms of years or life 
esta.te may subsist, for voluntary waste and for per.missive waste 
in respect of the premises to the exteint by which the interest 
of the landlord and other persons , if any, having oi reversionary
interest in the premises is detrimentally affected thereby; and 

(b) every tenant at wJ 11 ts liable to his landlord and every
other person having a reversionary interest in the leased 
premises for voluntary waste in respect: of the premises to the 
extent by which the interest of the landlord and other persons ,
if any, having a reversionary interest. ln the premises is 
det1:imentally affected thereby. 

(2) Bvery landlord, every person having a reversionary interest 
in any leased premises and every trustee, as the case may be, is 
entitled, in respect of any waste by a tenant ln respect of the 
premises , in an action brought in a court of competent Jurisdiction 
to obtain ddllldges or an injunction or both. 

( 3) Nothing in this section shall be construed as abrogating, 
diminish.lng or in any way affecting any Jurisdiction of the Court 
with reg,:trd to d1Del1orating wa.ste.

B. Equitable Waste 

3.15 To prevent abuse by tenants who were made unimpeachable of waste, the 

Court of Chancery began to intervene in the seventeenth century by granting 

injunctions to restrain such tenants from acts of gross or malicious damage. 

Such acts are incongruously called equitable waste, which Megarry and Wade 

define as "a1 peculiarly flagrant breach of voluntary (commissive) waste, which 
38 

the ordinary disposition from waste will not excuse•. This law has been 
39 

used extens'lvely. Cases include dismantling a mansion house or cutting 
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38~egarr~ and ~ade, supra n . 32, at i05. 

39va.ne v. Lord Barna.rd (lllb), 2 ~ern . 138; 23 t.R. ~082. 
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40down ornamental trees. 

3. 16 ln i'fanitoba, equitabTe waste is dealt with in -rne uw of Propeccy 

Act" , C.C.S.~•- c. L90, s . 12: 

An equitable interest for life without impeachment of waste does not 
confer upon the tenant for life any right to colllllit waste of the 
descript ·ion known as equitable waste, unless an intention to confer 
such right expressly appears by the instrument creating the equitable 
interest. 

3.17 Thi ·s provision is copied from England's LdW 0£ Property Act, Imp . 

1925, C. 20I, s. 135 . The reason the section only covers equitable life 

interests i :s because the Settled I.and Act, Imp. 1925, C. l 8, made the 

interest of a life tenant an equitable one. This has just recently occurred 

in Manitoba under "The Perpetuities and Acc,umulations Act•, C. C. S. M. c . 

P32.5, s . 4.. Accordingly, section 12 now reflects the state of law in this 

province. Prior to the enactment of the perpetuities legislation, however, 

section 12 inadequately covered the area, due to indiscriminate borrowing from 

the English statute . 

3.18 The Manitoba error becomes glaring when the legislation from other 

provinces is surveyed. Newfoundland, New Brunswick, Ontario, Saskatchewan, 

Alberta and British Columbia all copied the provision, properly enlarging upon 
41it to include all life estates. For example, the conveyancing and Ldlrf 0£ 

Property Act, of Ontario, R.S.O. 1980, c. 90, s . 30, provides: 

40Turner v. Wright (1860), 2 De G. F. &J. 234; 45 E.R. 612. 

41The Judicature Act, R. S. Nfld. 1970, c. 1,87, s. 2l(h); The Judlcature 
Act, S.N.B. c. J - 2, s. 28; Conveyancing and Law of Property Act, R.S .O. 
1980, c . 90!, s. 30; The Queen's Bench Act, S.S. c. Q-1, s. 45(2); LdW of 
Property Act, R.S.A. 1980, c. L-8, s. 62; Law and Equity Act, R. S.B.C . 
1979, c. 22·4, s. 12. Al so note that New South Wal es (The conveyancing Act, 
N.S.W. 1919., no . 6, s. 9) and New Zealand (Property LaW Act, 1952, S . N.Z., 
s. 29) have enacted the enlarged provision. 
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An estate for 1He without any impeachmeint of waste does not 
confer and shall not be deemed to have c,onferred on the tenant 
for life a legal right to commit waste of the description known 
as equitable waste, unless an intention to confer the right 
expressly appears by the instrument creating the estate. 

3.19 Thus, Manitoba is uncomfortably unique in failing to appreciate the 

narr~wness of the English provision. Even though section 12 is more adequate 

now with the paIssage of the perpetuit i es legislation, it should be expanded by 

adopting the WC)rding of the legislat i on of the other jurisdictions. This is 

advisable for two reasons. First of all, such cl move would make Manitoba 

uniform with every other province which has legis,lation on equitable waste. 

As well, the recommended provision is more clearly worded than section 12. 

The Commission recommends : 

RECOHJfENDAT'ION 2 

That section 12 of "The LdH of Property Act", c.C.S.H. c. L90, be 
repealed and replaced with the foIIowing section: 

Equitable ll'aste 

An estate ;for life without impeachment of wasite does not confer and 
sha.11 not 1,e deemed to have conferred on the tenant for 1 ife a legal 
right to commit waste of the description knOt1111 as equitable waste, 
unless an intention to confer the right exp.r:essly appears by the 
instrwnent creating the estate. 
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PART IV 

LIST OF RECOMMENDATIONS 

A list of the Co!'IVllission's reconmendations i n Parts I to Ill of this 

Report is as follows: 

PART 1 - SECTION 6 of "THE HERCANI'ILB LAW MENDl'fENT ACT" 

l . That there continue to be legislation in Manitoba expressly t o enforce 
debt settlement arrangements. 

2 . That, subject to Recommendation 3 , sect ion 6 be amended by deleting the 
requirement in line 2 thereof that the creditor's express acceptance of 
the part performance be in writing . 

3 . That Reconmendati on 2 not apply where the original contract or obligation 
states, in effect , that any modification th1ereof must be i n writing . 

4. That SE!ction 6 be amended so that an obl igation shall not be held to be 
extingu1i shed by part performance where the court, on appl icat ion, finds 
that it would be unconsc i onable to do so . 

5. That where a debtor begins part perform,mce of an obligat ion rendered 
pursuant to an agr eement and continues performance accordi ng to t he terms 
thereof, the agreement shall be considered irrevocable . 

6 . That tlhe legislation provide that where the debtor defaults after (s)he 
has beuun part performance, the creditor may cancel the agreement so that 
t he original contract would revive. 

7. That the legislation to reform section 6 be similar to that set forth on 
pages 15-16 of this Report. 

PART 11 - THE RULE IN SHELLEY'S CASE 

l . That tt1e rule in Shelley's case be abolished i n Manitoba . 

2 . That the abolition of the rule in Shelley's case be accomplished by 
amending "The Lail of Property Act", C.. C.S.M. c. L90, to include a 
section similar to the fol lowing: 
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The Rule of law known as the Rule in Shelley's case is abolished 
insofar as it is part of the law of Manitoba. 

3. That, except as provided in reconrnendation 4, the abolition of the Rule in 
Shelley's case apply to all interests in real property created before, 
or on or after the date the abolition of the Rule comes into force. 

4. That the legislation provide that where, prior to its conrnencement, any 
act or ste1p was taken in reliance upon the applicability of the Rule in 
Shelley's case, the law as it was prior to the passing of the 
legislation should apply to that act or step, as the case may be, as if 
the legislation had not been passed. 

PART III - PER~ISSIVE ANO EQUITABLE WASTE 

That sections 12 and 13 of "The Ldw of Pcope·cty Act", C.C.S.M. c. L9O, 
be repealed and replaced therefor with the following: 

Waste by Tenants 

12(1) Subject to the express terms of any 1lease, or of any valid and 
subsisting covenant, agreement or stipulation affecting the tenancy, 

(a) 11very tenant for years and every tenant for life is liable to 
his landlord, to any other person for the time being having a 
revers ionary interest in the leased or seittled premises, and to any 
trustee or any trust under which such terms of years or life estate 
may sutbsist, for voluntary waste and for permissive waste in respect 
of the premises to the extent by which tine interest of the landlord 
and other persons, if any, having a revers i onary interest in the 
premises is detrimentally affected thereby: and 

(b) Every tenant at will is liable to his landlord and every other 
person having a reversionary interest in the leased premises for 
voluntary waste in respect of the premises to the extent by which the 
interest of the landlord and other persons, if any, having a 
reversionary interest in the premises is detrimentally affected 
thereby. 

(2) Every landlord, every person having a reversionary interest in any 
leased premises and every trustee, as the cas;e may be, is entitled, in 
respect of any waste by a tenant in respect of the premises, in an action 
brought in a Court of competent jurisdiction to obtain damages or an 
injunction or both . 

(3) Nothing in this section shall be construed as abrogating, 
diminishing or in any way affecting any jurisdiction of the Court with 
regard to ameliorating waste . 
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Equitable Waste 

13 An estate for life without impeachment of waste does not confer 
and shall not be deemed to have conferred on the tenant for life a 
legal r ight to commit waste of the description known as equitable 
waste, unless an intention to confer the right expressly appears by 
the instrument creating the estate . 

TMs is a Report pursuant to section 5(2) of "The Hdllitoba LaH 

Reform commission Act•, C.C.S.M. cap. L95, signed this 7th day of October 
1985. 

~ Edwards, Chairman 

Knox Foster, Commissioner 

~~ 
Lee,,ibs~issione, 

on !,vine,~ 

~ ~~~z..----•----• 
~ald O. J~issioner 
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	FOREWORD 
	In this Report, the Commission considers three small areas of the law which require legislative reform. The first area of study is section 6 of "The Hercanitile Law Amendment Act", C.C.S.M. c. Ml 20 . This section was enacted in Manitoba 90 years ago to abrogate the common law which would not enforce debt settlement arrangements because of the requirement of consideration. In Part I of this Report, ~,e review the scope of this legislation, its judicial interpretation, as well as the historical background to
	Parts II and Ill of this Report deal with two smal l areas of the law of property : respectively, the Rule in Shelley's case and the law of waste . The former, named after a sixteenth-century English case which referred to and applied the Rule, was developed for a feudal land system. It is uncertain whether the Rule applies in Maniitoba. It is an anachronism, however, which for the sake of clarity should be abolished by the Legi slature . The Commission examines this Rule and the various rationales for its 
	A list of the Commission's recommendations of reform for each of these three areas of the law is contained in Part IV of this Report . 
	It is customary in a foreword to acknClwledge those persons who have made a sign'ificant contribution to a study. In this case, there are several . Prof. Philip H. Osborne, LL. B. (University of Auckland), LL. M. (McGill), of the Faculty of Law, University of Manitoba prepared a background paper on 
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	section 6 of "The Hercantile L,»,f Amendment A,c:t", C.C .S.M . c. M120, which formed the basis for our Report in this area . wre gratefully acknowledge Prof. Osborne's significant contribution. Our legal research assistants this sunrner, Timothy N. Taylor and Sheila J . Beatty, were responsible respectively for preparing draft Reports on the topics set forth in Parts II and III herein. We thank them for their assistance. Finally,_ we should like to acknowledge 1particularly the contribution of a m,ember of
	J. Irvine, who played an important role in the development of the property law matters contained in Parts II and III. 
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	PART I ii ch of. SECTION 6 of "THE HERCANI'ILE LJUI AHENDHHNT ACT"
	his ely llI 
	1.01 Section 6 of "The Mercantile Ld.w Amendment Act", C.C .S.M. c. M120,
	to reads as follows:
	rof. law 
	Sat1sfaction of obligations by part perfonnance. 
	P'art performance of an obligation, either before or after a breach thereof, where expressly accepted in writing, by the creditor in satisfaction or rendered in pursuance of an agreement for that purpose, though without any new consideration, shall be held to have extinguished the obligation. 
	1
	The section was first enacted in Manitoba in 1895. It deals with a narrow but important aspect of commercial law: the enforcement of debt settlement arrangemenits. Section 6 is one aspect of a larger body of law concerning contract modifications. These involve mutually agreed changes in contractual 
	2 
	2 
	terms made! subsequent to the formation of the primary contract. 

	1.02 In Part I of this report, we consider the scope of section 6 and its judicial ·Interpretation. Recommendations for legislative amendments are made which, in our view, would make the section a more effective vehicl e for commerc i a 1 and private compromises and settlements . In order to understand the purpose of the section, we propose first to trace bri•fly the position of debt settlement arrangements at common law and the exceptions which were adopted to minimize the mischief done by it. 
	l"The QueEm's Bench Act, 1895" S.M. 1895 c. 6, s . 39(10). 
	2For an excellent article concerning the broader topic of contract modificat·\on, see Aivazian, Trebilcock and Penny "The Ld.W of contract Hod1f1cat.tons: The Uncertain Quest foe a Bench Hark of Enforceab111 ty" (1984) 22 O.H . L.J. 173. 
	A. Historical Background 
	1.03 The Rule in Ptnnel 's ca.se at cofllllon law provided that any settlement of a debt or compromise agreement which called for the payment by a debtor of a lesser sum, in discharge of a greater sum owed to a creditor, is 
	'3
	unenforceable.· The creditor may repudiate the arrangement and call upon 
	the debtor to discharge the original sum of the debt. The following 
	illustrations •involve a debtor who owes $1000 . 
	Illustratfon l 
	The debtor offers $800 in full settlement. The creditor accepts that 
	sum and acknowledges that the debt is settled. 
	Illustration 2 
	The debtor and creditor agree that $800 shall be paid in eight equal monthly payments and that on completion of the eight payments the debt shall be settled. The debtor begins to perform the agreement.After four monthly payments the creditor repudiates the agreement and demands inrnediate payment of the balance of the, total debt, i.e. $600. 
	Illustration 3 
	The debtor and creditor agree that $800 shall be paid in eight equalmonth1 y payments and that on f i na 1 payme1nt the debt wil 1 be extinguished. The debtor pays the eight installments and the creditor sues for the balance of $200. 
	3Pinnel's ca.sE, (1602), 5 Co. Rep . ll7a; 77 E.R. 237 . Although Pinnel's case is generally credited as the source of this Rule, the Rule clearly predates this case. As early as 1584, the principle quoted above was applied to a suit in assumpsit: Richards v. Ba.rtletit (1584) 1 Leon 19. See Cheshire a.nd ,PiEoot's Law of (10th ed.), at 79-81 for the early history of the Rule. 
	contra.ct 

	2 
	1.04 In each of the above 
	1.04 In each of the above 
	1.04 In each of the above 
	illustrations thE! debt settlement arrangement is 

	unenforceable 
	unenforceable 
	at 
	common 
	law. 
	The creditor may 
	sue 
	for the 
	balance owing under 

	any 
	any 
	the 
	original 
	$1000 debt. 
	The 
	position 
	at 
	common 
	law was 
	achieved by 
	a 
	strict 

	1y a 
	1y a 
	application 
	of 
	the 
	doctrine 
	of 
	consideration 
	-an 
	integral 
	element 
	of 
	the 

	is 
	is 
	common 
	law 
	of 
	contract. 
	The 
	essence 
	of the doctrine of consideration is that 

	Ipon 
	Ipon 
	only barga·ins 
	or 
	agreements 
	involving 
	some 
	reciprocity of 
	economic 
	value 
	are 

	,ing 
	,ing 
	enforceable! . 
	Promises which 
	are 
	not 
	bought an! unenforceable. 
	In the eyes of 

	TR
	the 
	common 
	law judges, 
	creditors' 
	promises 
	to 
	accept 
	less 
	than they 
	were 
	owed 

	TR
	were 
	not 
	bought 
	in any 
	sense 
	because the debtor was 
	giving 
	no 
	more 
	than 
	(s)he 

	TR
	was 
	1ega11 y 
	ob1 i ged 
	to 
	pay. 
	The 
	arrangemen1t 
	did 
	not 
	have 
	the 
	indi c i a 
	of 

	TR
	'bargain' 
	,or 
	a 
	'promise bought' 
	because 
	the debtor was 
	already under 
	a 
	legal 

	TR
	obligation 
	to do what was 
	given in exchange. 

	TR
	1.05 The 
	position 
	at 
	common 
	law 
	clearly produced 
	unsatisfactory 
	results. 

	TR
	If 
	one 
	refers 
	to 
	the 
	three 
	illustrations 
	just given 
	it would 
	seem 
	that all 

	TR
	ought 
	to 
	be 
	enforceab 1 e. 
	Indeed, 
	if one 
	based 
	the 
	enforceabi 1 i ty of promises 

	TR
	on 
	any 
	re.asonable 
	concept 
	other 
	than 
	the 
	do,ctrine 
	of 
	consideration, 
	there 

	TR
	would 
	be 
	rio 
	problem; 
	"intention 
	to 
	create 
	a 
	llegal 
	relationship", 
	"reasonable 

	TR
	expectations 
	of 
	the 
	parties" 
	or 
	"reasonable 
	.and 
	justifiable 
	reliance" 
	would 

	TR
	all 
	lead 
	to 
	enforcement 
	in 
	most 
	cases. 
	In 
	the 
	English 
	case 
	of 
	Foakes 
	v. 

	TR
	4Beer, 
	Lord 
	Blackburn 
	put 
	forward 
	the 
	major 
	argument 
	in 
	favour 
	of 

	TR
	5enforceability of debt settlements: 

	TR
	What 
	principally 
	weighs 
	with 
	me 
	in 
	thinking 
	that 
	Lord 
	Coke 
	[in 

	TR
	Pinnel 's case] 
	made 
	a 
	mistake 
	of 
	fact 
	is my 
	conviction 
	that all 
	men 

	TR
	of 
	business, 
	whether 
	merchants 
	or 
	tradesmen, 
	do 
	every 
	day recognize 

	TR
	and 
	act 
	on 
	the 
	ground that prompt payment 
	of 
	a 
	part of their demand 

	TR
	may 
	be 
	more 
	beneficial 
	to 
	them than 
	it would 
	be 
	to 
	insist 
	on 
	their 

	TR
	rights 
	and 
	enforce 
	payment 
	of 
	the 
	who1 e. 
	Even 
	where 
	the 
	debtor 
	is 

	TR
	perfectly solvent, 
	and 
	sure 
	to 
	pay at 
	las1t, 
	this often 
	is 
	so. 
	Where 

	TR
	the credit of the debtor is doubtful it must be more 
	so. 

	el's 
	el's 

	arly 
	arly 

	lied 
	lied 

	See 
	See 

	arly 
	arly 

	TR
	4(1884), 7 App . 
	Cas. 
	605. 

	TR
	5rd., 
	at 622 . 

	TR
	3 


	Lord Blackburn did not, however, press his views and he joined the majority in 
	the House of Lords in following the decision in Pinnel's case. 
	6
	1.06 Pirmel's case is still good law in Engl and and was the position 
	in Manitoba until section 6 was passed in 1895 to relieve against its 
	hardship. A plethora of exceptions and evasion's have, however, been adopted 
	in the conmon law to minimize its hardship. Accordingly, legally advised 
	parties can eiasily avoid the Rule. The exceptions comprise the following : 
	1. Construction. Each compromise or settlement agreement will be canefully examined to determine if some consideration can be found . The debtor may have promised to do more than the letter of his/her legal obligation e.g. a promise to pay in kind, or at an early date, or a different place, c,r with negoti able paper. Adequacy of the consideration is of Ino concern provided that somtething in excess of duty i s given at the request, express or imp'lied, of the creditor. 7 If consideration can be found, the 
	11 

	The Rule i1~ Pinnel's case was more recently affirmed by the English Court of Appeal in D & c Builders Ltd. v. Rees (1965] 3 All E.R. 837. The British Par'liament has never implemented the: recommendation of the Law Revision Co1111~ittee to the effect that legislation should be passed to abrogate the Rule. see Gt. Brit. Law Revision Convnittee, Sixth Interim Report (1937), Cmnd. 5449, at par. 35. 
	0

	so it was that Sir George Jessel, M.R., !Said in couldery v. BartrU111 (1881) 19 Ch.O. 394, at 399: 
	7

	Accordini~ to English Common Law a creditor might accept anything in satisfaction of his debt except a less amount of money. He might take a horse, o,r a canary, or a tomtit if he chiose, and that was accord and satisfaction; but, by a most extraordinar:y peculi arity of the English Common Law, he could not take nineteen shillings and sixpence in the pound; that was nudum pactum. 
	8An accord and satisfaction has been defined as follows: 
	Accord and satisfaction is the purchase of a release from an obligation whether ar1s1ng under contract or tort by means of any valuable consideration, not being the actual performance of the obligation itself. The accord is the agreement by which the obligation is discharged. The satisfaction is the consideration which makes the agreement operative. 
	Br. Russian Gazette & Trade Outlook Ltd. v. Associated Newspapers Ltd., [1933] 2 K.B. 616 at 643 (C .A. ), per Scrutton, L.J. 
	4 
	:y in 
	2. Composition of Creditors . If the agreement to take less is made jointly by a number of creditors the settlement is binding. 
	ltion 3. Settlement with a Third Party. If the settlement agreement is made between the creditor and a third party it is
	its 
	binding. lpted 
	A. Deed . A settlement made by way of an agreement under seal
	A. Deed . A settlement made by way of an agreement under seal
	vised 
	is binding. 

	5. Equitable Estoppel. Promises made between parties which are intended to alter an existing legal relationship between them are binding if they are intended to be acted upon, are acted upon and if it would be inequitable not to enforce them. Many debt settll ement and compromise agreements are enforceable under this doctrine. 
	1.07 It may be argued that the development of these doctrines and devices 
	1.07 It may be argued that the development of these doctrines and devices 
	has so thoroughly circumvented the Ru1 e in Pinnel 's case that there is no 
	longer a1ny need for legislative interventio1n in the nature of s. f> of "The 
	Herca.ntHe LaW Amendment Act". This argumelnt is most persuasive in respect 
	of the doctrine of equitable estoppel. Ho,,1ever there continues to be some 
	uncertainty as to the scope of this doctrine. In particular, there continues
	Court The to be doubt if it enforces the abrogation of rights rather than their i Law 
	suspension and it remains unclear if thei promisee must act to his/her
	·ogate !eport detriment. In light of these uncertainties, we have concluded that it is 
	advantageous to have a legislative provision for the enforcement of debt 
	1rt:rum compromise and settlement arrangements . We recommend: 
	RECOJlflfENDATION l
	RECOJlflfENDATION l
	RECOJlflfENDATION l
	ng in :ake a 
	That there continue t:o be legislation in Ha.nitoba expressly to
	d and 
	enfo.r:ce debt settlement arrangements.
	191 i sh n the 
	8. The Scope of Section f> and its Judicial Interpretation 

	1.08 Section f> was quoted earlier in this Report (par. 1.01) . The purpose ~ation 
	and meaning of this section appear reasonably clear, at least if it is read in
	luab 1 e tse1f. relationship to the common law as evide!nced in Pinnel's case. First, The 
	however, four general points should be made. The section does not purport to 
	however, four general points should be made. The section does not purport to 
	Ltd. , 
	5 

	be the exclusive source to enforce debt compromis;es. Accordingly, its terms need not be satisfied if an agreement is alreadly binding at common law. This is an important point where an agreement is enforceable at common law because it falls within one of the five exceptions we outlined earlier. It should also be noted that the section is a cautious and conservative one which protects very carefully the interests of the creditor. It recognizes the primacy of th,e creditor's right to the full peirformance of
	9 

	10
	10

	that the sect'ion is aimed primarily at debt settlement and vi rtually all the reported c.ases on the section involve the settlement of debts. Finally, this section is si milar in nature to prov1s1ons in the other western 
	11 12 13
	11 12 13

	provinces as well as 0ntario and the Yukon and Northwest 14
	Territories. 
	1.09 The section contains two methods of settlement or compromise. Each will be examined in turn: 
	9This was als•l the position taken by the Alberta Institute of Law Research and Reform in their report on The Uniform sale o.f Goods Act (Report No. 38; 
	Alberta: Judicature R.S.A. 1970, 193, 
	October, 1982), at 44. 
	October, 1982), at 44. 
	October, 1982), at 44. 

	101n particular, construction. 
	101n particular, construction. 
	the use 
	of 
	the word "credHor" 
	supports 
	a 
	narrower 

	l lsaskatchewan: 
	l lsaskatchewan: 
	Queen's 
	Bench 
	Act, 
	R.S.S . 
	1978, 
	c . 
	Q-1, 
	s. 
	45(7) ; 


	Act, c. :s. 34(8); British Columbia: LdH and 8quity Act, R.S.8.C. 1979, c. 244 s. 40. 
	l 2Hercant11e L.lH Amendment: Act:, R.S.0. 1980, c. 265,, s. lli. l3see Judicatu.~e Ordinance, R.0.T.Y. 1971, c.J-l s.l0(g). l4see Judicature ordinance, R.0.N.W.T. 1974, c. J-1, s . 19(g). The 
	provision is a"lso found in the California Civil Codie, s . 1524. Ii 
	!nTIS 
	!nTIS 
	Method l 
	,.
	,.
	9 

	Part p«~rformance of an obligation, either before or after a breach
	law 
	thereot·, where expressly accepted in writing by the creditor . 

	It though without any new consideration, shall be held to have exting1.J1ished the obligation.
	1ich 
	1ich 

	the Ini these circumstances the creditor may, if it be in his/her interest, indicate by an express and written
	:ion 
	:ion 
	:ion 
	acceptance that partial performance ~,111 be sufficient to 


	1ce. extinguish the debt. The most conmon manner in which this wi 11 be done wi 11 be by giving a written receipt marked "in
	: it 
	: it 

	fuill settlement" or words to that effect. This provision ;eem do,es not permit an oral acceptance or an implied acceptance arising out of conduct to be effective. The policy seems
	all 
	all 

	to, be that the creditor should only lbe bound if (s)he has l ly, in1 the clearest and most explicit manner indicated a willingness to take less than is legally due. 
	tern ~est Method 2 
	Part PE~rf ormance of an obligation, either before or after a breach thereof ', r endered in pursuance of an agreement for that purpose•, though without any new considerat:lon, shall be held to have
	Part PE~rf ormance of an obligation, either before or after a breach thereof ', r endered in pursuance of an agreement for that purpose•, though without any new considerat:lon, shall be held to have
	Each 
	extingu•ished the obligi.tt1on. 
	This part of the section is clearly a specific reversal of the decision of the House of Lords in Foakes v. 
	15 
	Be•er. It requires that the p,arties negotiate an agreement for the settlement of obligations and that t he settlement be carried out in accordance with the agreement. In essence it requires an antecedent agreement 

	arch and performance of that agreement. If both elements are 38; satisfied, the arrangement is binding. 

	1.10 Judicial interpretation has, however, expanded the scope of section 6 
	1.10 Judicial interpretation has, however, expanded the scope of section 6 
	1.10 Judicial interpretation has, however, expanded the scope of section 6 

	ower beyond thE! foregoing interpretation. Of particular importance i s the 
	construction of the phrase "in pursuance of" contained in the "Hethod 2·
	construction of the phrase "in pursuance of" contained in the "Hethod 2·

	( 7) : bia: form of settlement . In the Manitoba decision of Triple c. Floorings Ltd. v. 
	The 15supra, n. 4. 
	7 
	7 
	lf>

	Wrights caz:pets Ltd. , these words were, i n effect, generously 
	construed . That case involved the settlement of a $919.44 debt. A debt compromise agreement was reached which ca11ed for a full settlement of 35 cents on the dollar. The money was to be paid within a reasonable time and notification was to be given that all other creditors had accepted a similar amount. Cle,1rly if this agreement had been carried out, it would have been a binding ·Hetl'lod 2" settlement under section f>. The agreement, however, was never performed and the Court held that it was repudiated 
	1.11 The case involves a broad interpre!tation of the "Method 2· settlement f1or the following reasons. The tendering of the cheque by the debtor i n Tdple c was an offer of a settlement. Accordingly, the part performance (i.e. the tendering of the cheque) W'as not rendered "i n pursuance of" an agreennent but was rendered, rather, in se·arch of or in the expectation of an agreemIent that had not yet been formed . The effect of the decision i s to merge the two methods of settlement under s,ection f> into o
	lf>[l980] 4 ~LW.R. 440 (Man., C.C.) See also Phillip v. Hassey Ferguson Finance Co. , [1973] l W.W. R. 443 (Sask. Q. B. ) and Bank of Nova Scotia v. central Index systems Ltd. 10 Man. R. (2d) 384 (Mein., C.C.). 
	8 
	8 

	Part performance of an obligation . where accepted by the 1sl y credit1:>r ... , though without any new consideration, shall be held to have extinguished the 
	obligation.17

	lebt 
	lebt 
	35 

	1.12 The issue arises as to whether section 6 should be amended to "bring and 
	it in line" with this judicial interpretation or whether other revisions would 1 lar 
	be more appropriate. We examine this issue under the next heading of our in a 
	Report whi,ch concerns our recommendations for reform. was 
	)rIS 
	)rIS 
	C. The Reform of Section 6 
	• in 
	tion 

	l. The methods of enforcement. the 
	1 .13 We think that the legislation should continue to set forth two ~ of 
	nent 

	separate methods for enforcing debt settlements. It is not enough, in our as a 
	view, simply for the debtor to prove that part performance was accepted by 
	view, simply for the debtor to prove that part performance was accepted by 
	the creditor when acceptance can be implied merely by conduct, i.e. the 18 
	•
	cashing of a cheque marked "in full settlementThis is swinging the 
	11 

	2· 
	the 
	part 
	ance 
	tion 

	n is 171t is c:1 curious fact that the debt settlement in Triple c was probably enforceable on other grounds. The reasons for judgment indicate that the
	ibtor 
	ibtor 

	cheque in question was not tendered by the debtor but rather by a third party ipted and that it was this third party's personal cheque. This would appear to indicate that the debt settlement would come ~,ithin the third exception to the 
	has 
	has 

	Rule in Pinnel's case earlier su11111arized, i.e. settlement with a third has party. Treitel states, in reference to this exception, that "[i]t is generally agreed that this rule does not depend on any contract between debtor 
	ion 6 
	ion 6 
	ion 6 
	and creditor, so that it can apply even though no promise was made to the debtor and no consideration moved from him". (Treitel, The Law of contract (6th ed.), at 98). It would appear from thei reasons for judgment in Triple c that the defendant's counsel did not raise this argument in support of the enforceab'ility of the debt settlement but, instead, chose section 6 as his client's defence . 

	lBThis is. not to suggest that the cashing of the cheque will always be 
	regarded as an acceptance of the smaller sum in the terms on which it was (Footnote continued to page 10) 
	1uson 
	,a V. 
	9 

	pendulum too far in favour of the debtor. One effect of such a proposal is to encourage debtors to discount all debts and foNard partial payment by way of cheques marked "in full settlement" . A cautious. creditor would then be faced with the administrative difficulty and expense of either returning the cheque because the terms of settlement were unacceptable or cashing the cheque and informing thie debtor that the money is acceIpted in partial payment. A creditor would be forced to act to avoid the risk of
	imposed . 
	1.14 In Clur view, the better approach would be to continue to require a debtor to prnve that the creditor expressly acce!pted the part performance, as j[" under section 6 (see par. 1.09),. However, we do not think that the acceptance need be in writing. With the repeal of both the statute 
	in "Method 

	19 
	19 

	of Frauds and section 6 of "The sale of Goods Act", C.C.S.M. c. 
	20 S10, it would be incongruous to retain th·is writing requirement as a pre-conditi oni to the enforcement of a debt settlement under •Method 1•. Accordingly, we recommend: 
	RECOHHENDIATION 2 
	RECOHHENDIATION 2 
	That, sul,ject to Recommendation 3, section 6 be dJllended by deleting the r:equiir:ement .tn line 2 thereof that the cr:edi tor:'s express acceptance of the part performance be in writ:tng. 

	(Footnote continued from page 9) offered. In a-recent New Brunswick Court of Appeal decision in Woodlot Services v. Fleming, (1977), 83 D.L.R. (3d) 201, pertaining to accord and satisfaction, the Court held that whether the creditor had accepted part payment was a question of fact. If, as in that case, the creditor had earlier and repeated·ly refused partial payment in full settlement, then cashing a cheque markedl in full settlement might not be taken as indicating acceptance . Nevertheless in most cases t
	19An Act to Repeal the Statute of Frauds, S. M. 19El2-83-84, c. 34 . 
	20The sectio1n was repealed by The statute Lal., Amendment Act, 1983, S.M. 1982-83-84, c. 93, s. 27. 
	10 
	10 

	0 
	0 
	0 
	1.15 Theire should, in our view, be one e):ception to Recommendation 2. 

	f 
	f 
	This is where the parties have agreed in their primary contract that any 

	d 
	d 
	modification of that contract must be in writing. The terms of the original 

	e 
	e 
	agreement for modifying the contract should govern on this point. We 

	d 
	d 
	therefore recommend: 

	A 
	A 

	t 
	t 
	-RECOHHENJ')ATION 3 

	TR
	Thdt Recommenddt1.on 2 not dpply where tl'le origindl contrdct or 

	TR
	obligation states, in effect, that any modi.fication thereof must be 

	TR
	in writiing. 

	a 
	a 

	s 
	s 
	1.16 There are elements of vagueness with respect to section 6 which we 

	k 
	k 
	think should be clarified in the reform legislation. These include the 

	TR
	application of "Hethod 2· to executory agreements (agreements which have yet 

	TR
	to be performed) and partially executed agreememts as well as the effect of 

	a 
	a 
	the debtor's default, if indeed these types of agreements fall or should fall 

	TR
	within the scope of "Hethod 2·. Before proceeding to deal with these 

	TR
	matters, hc,wever, we should like first to address the doctrine of 

	TR
	unconscionability and its desired application to the reform legislation. 

	TR
	2. Unconscionability 

	TR
	1.17 The dissatisfaction with the Rule in Pinnel's case was caused by 

	TR
	its potentia1l unfairness to debtors who have p1erformed settlement agreements 

	TR
	only to find that they are unenforceable. The creditor is seen as the one who 

	TR
	has acted oppressively and unfairly by reneging on his/her promise and 

	TR
	demanding more. There is , however, another side to the coin. On occasions it 

	TR
	is the debtor who wields the economic power and who by dint of circumstances 

	TR
	is able to force a creditor to take less than (s)he might wish. In those 

	TR
	circumstances the result rendered by the Rule in Pinnel's case may be a good 

	TR
	one. Indeed the primary criticism of the Rule in Pinnel's case is not that 

	TR
	it always created injustice but that the rule is insensitive and unresponsive 

	TR
	to the true determinants of justice. Section 6, though the reverse of the 

	TR
	Rule in Pim1el's case, may be criticized on thi? same basis . Compliance with 

	,. 
	,. 
	the Act dictates enforceability and that, on o,ccasion, may be productive of injustice. 

	TR
	1.18 The potential for this is pointed out by the facts of the English 

	TR
	11 


	21
	21

	decision of D & c Builders v. Rees. In that case the debtor took advantage of the creditor's perilous financial situation and threatened that if the cred'itor did not accept partial payment in full settlement he would receive nothing. Finally, the financial predicament of the creditor forced 
	him to accept a partial payment. A receipt marked "in full settlement" was issued. It would seem that in Manitoba, "Hetl1od l" of section £> has been complied with . A Manitoba court would have difficulty avoiding the conclusion that the delt>t settlement was binding. It is clearly advantageous for the legislation to deal specifically with unconscionable debt compromises and to render them unenforceable. We so recommend: 
	RECOHHENl)ATION 4 
	RECOHHENl)ATION 4 
	That section 6 be dlllended so that an obligation shi!ll not be held to be extin,guished by part perforfndllce where the court, on application, finds that it would be unconscioni!ble to do so. 
	3. The enforceability of executory and partially executed agreements. 

	1.19 This issue relates to the "Hethod 2" form of settlement under section £> and concerns the enforceability of s,ettl ement agreements prior to their comple1ted execution . There is some authoritywhich suggests that, 
	22 

	2lsupra n.£> . 
	22Bank of commerce v. Jenkins (1888), 1£> O ..R. 215 (Comm. Pl.); HacKlw 
	v. , [1921] 2 W.W.R. 329 (Man. K.B.); Hooldhan v. Hivon, [1944] 4 D.L.R. 405 (Alta S.C. ). contra, Udy v. Doan, [1940] 2 W.W.R. 440 (Sask. K.B.). • The question was left unresolved in Rommer11 v. Gardener (1962), 35 D.L.R. (2d) 717 (B.C.C.A.) . Rose J. in Bank of Co11111erce v. Jenkins, sui:•ra, would appear to go even further and hold that a tota 11y executory agreement is irrevocable. His Lordship stated: 
	Rutherfo.rd

	... [l]t must be held that an agreement once entered into to accept part performance of an obligation is not revocabl1L Otherwise a creditor might make an ,1greement and at any time afterwards when the debtor rendered the 
	... [l]t must be held that an agreement once entered into to accept part performance of an obligation is not revocabl1L Otherwise a creditor might make an ,1greement and at any time afterwards when the debtor rendered the 
	(Footnote continued to page 13) 
	12 
	ook hat uld ced was een ion the 
	to 
	nder 
	• to 
	t;f(!w 
	von , 
	440 
	'.ener ~ V. 
	.a11 y 
	part 1ight :he 
	13) 
	13) 
	at least once performance of the agreement has corrmenced, the agreement is irrevocable. Thus the agreement set out in Illustration 2 at the beginning of Part I (par. 1.03) would be irrevocable under this view . The better view is that section 6 only operates where there is completed performance of the 

	agreement 
	agreement 
	agreement 
	since 
	the 
	legislation 
	employs 
	the 
	past 
	tense 
	on 
	this 
	point, 
	i.e. 

	"part 
	"part 
	per1formance 
	of 
	an 
	obligation 
	rendered 
	in 
	pursuance 
	of 
	an 

	agreement, 
	agreement, 
	etc." 


	1.20 R1~gardless of the present ambiguity of section 6 to executory and partially executed agreements , the question arises as to what the law should be on this point. We think that the legi:slation should provide for the enforcement of debt settlements once performance of the agreement has begun. This would be in 1 i ne with modern trends withi n the law of contract. Performanc1~ is indicative of reli ance on the arrangement and the situation is 
	23
	closely analogous to the revocation of offers for a uni l ateral contract. Recent authority forbids revocation once performance has begun . However, it is submitted that purely executory agreements should remai n revocable. Purely executory and gratuitious arrangements are not generally enforced and there appears to be no greater claim for the enforceability of this kind of agreement than many others. There is unlikely to be significant reliance in the absence of any steps of performance. The section is pri
	24
	creditor atnd that should continue to be its primary focus. We therefore recommend : 
	(Footnote continued from page 12) part performance the creditor might reifuse to accept and thus the provision may be ineffectual. 
	23Err1ngton v. Errington, [1952] 2 K.B . 290; Daulia Ltd. v. Four H11lbank Nominees Ltd. [1978] 2 All LR. 557 (C:.A.). 
	241n our Report on The Uniform Sale of Goods Act ( Report #57; November 1, 1983), we agreed with the Institute of Law Research and Reform that section 27 of that Uniform Act be deleted and substituted therefor with the following: 
	(Footnote continued to page 14) 
	13 

	RECOHHENl)ATION 5 
	RECOHHENl)ATION 5 
	RECOHHENl)ATION 5 
	That whejr:e a. debtor begins pa.ct perforllldIJce ,of an obligation rendered 
	pursuant to an agreement and continues pert'ormance according to the terms th1~ceof, the agreement shall be conside•red irrevocable. 

	1.21 One further point should be clarified! in the refonn legislation. This has to do with the effect of the debtor's default after (s)he has begun perfonnance of the agreement. The Law Revisioin Committee of Great Britain recommended that if the agreement is not perfonned, the original obligation should reviv·e . We think that this is a rea.sonable solution where it is the debtor 1who has defaulted. The creditor should be able to cancel the agreement so that the original or primary contract would revive . 
	25 


	RECOHHENJ~ATION 6 
	RECOHHENJ~ATION 6 
	RECOHHENJ~ATION 6 
	That thei legislation provide that where tlfle debtor defaults after (s)he h,:1s begun pa.rt perforllldIJce, the creditor may cancel the a.greemen:t so that the original would! revive. 
	contra.ct 

	4. Meclhanics of Reform. 

	1.22 We think the reforming legislation should only affect obligations created on or after the Act comes into effect. Although the drafting of the legislation is best left to the expertise of Legislative Counsel's Office, we have prepared a draft Bill to assist them. We re!commend: 
	(Footnote continued from page 13) 
	An agreement, whether executed or not, varying or rescinding a contract of 
	An agreement, whether executed or not, varying or rescinding a contract of 
	sale needs no consideration to be binding . 

	However, we also agree with the Institute that there is no need to harmonize section 6 with the sale of goods legislation for the reasons set forth at p.44 of their Report, supra. n. 9. 
	25supra n. 6, at par. 35. 
	14 
	14 
	RECOHH~NDATION 7 
	That th,e legislation to reform section 6 be simtlar to the following: 
	AN ACT TO AMEND THE MERCANTILE LAW AMENDMENT ACT 

	HER MAJESTY, by and with the advice and consent of the legislative in .Assembly of Manitoba, enacts as follows: 
	Sec. 6 rep. and sub . 
	,n 

	,n 1 Section 6 of The Mercantile Law Amendment Act, being chapterM120 of the Revised Statutes, is repealed and the following section is substituted therefor: 
	Is 

	j: 
	j: 
	Satisfaction of obligations by part performance. 
	6(1) Part performance of an obligation either before or after the breach thereof shall be held to extinguish the obligation 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	when expressly accepted by a creditor in satisfaction; or 

	(b) 
	(b) 
	when rendered pursuant to an agreement for that purpose; 


	though without any new consideration. 




	Unconscionab1lity. 
	Unconscionab1lity. 
	Unconscionab1lity. 

	6(2) Notwithstanding subsection (1), an obligation shall not be held he to be extinguished by part performance where the court, on application, finds that it would be unconscionable to do so. 
	ns 
	we 

	The requirement of writing under clause 6(1)(a). 
	The requirement of writing under clause 6(1)(a). 
	6(3) Subject to any agreement to the contrary, an acceptance by a creditor under clause 6(l)(a) need not be in writing. 
	Right of cancellation. 
	6(4) A creditor may cancel an agreement under clause 6(1)(b) where 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	the debtor has not yet commenced performance thereof; or 

	(b) 
	(b) 
	the debtor has convnenced performance thereof but fails to 



	of continue performance on a date or within a time so provided and, in the circumstances , it would be unreasonable for the creditor to give the debtor more time to remedy the default . 
	ize p. 
	15 
	15 
	Transition. 
	2 Nothing in this Act shall affect obligations which arose before the day ini which this Act comes into force . 
	Commenceme,nt of the Act. 
	3 This Act comes into force on the day it receives the royal assent. 
	Hi 
	PART II 
	THE RULE IN SHELLEY'S CASE 
	A. Introduction 
	2.01 The "rule in Shelley's case", so cal led because of its definitive l
	expression in the sixteenth-century case of Wolfe v. Shelley, alters 
	the natural meaning of particular words used to convey successive interests in 2
	land . The report of the case states: 
	that it is a rule in law, when the ancestor by any gift or conveyance takes an estate of freehold, and in the same gift or conveyance an estate· is limited ei ther mediately or inme·diately to his heirs in fee or in tail; that always in such cases, "the heirs" are words of 
	limita1tion of the estate, and not words of purchase.3 
	As at least two scholars recently noted, thi:s articulation of principle does 4 
	; but the idea itself, in fact, is quite 
	seem "alarmingly cryptic
	11 

	1(1581), l Co. Rep. 88b, 76 E.R. 199 . Th•~ rule itself, however, clearly predates its expression in Wolfe v. shel.Zey. Holdsworth, for example, traces it back to the middle of the 14th century; see Sir Wm. S. Holdsworth, History 01: English Law (London: Methuen and Co . , Sweet & Maxwell, 1942). 
	21t is g1enerally accepted that the rule in Shelley' s case does not apply to personalty. see, e .g., Powell v. Boggis (1966), 35 Beav. 535 at 541 , 
	55 
	55 
	55 
	E.R . 
	1004; 
	Re 
	Russell 
	(1885), 
	52 
	L.T. 
	559; 
	Smith 
	v. 
	Butcher 
	(1878) , 

	10 Ch . 
	10 Ch . 
	0. 113; Re Woodward, 
	(1945] 
	2 0. L.R. 
	497. 

	3supra 
	3supra 
	n. 
	1, 
	at 
	104 [a] 
	(Co. 
	Rep.), 
	234 (E.R.). 
	See 
	also 
	Vdll 
	Grutten 
	v. 

	Foxwell, 
	Foxwell, 
	1[1897] A. C. 
	658 at 684-5, 
	per Davey L. J . 


	4see B. Ziff and M.M. Litman, "Shelley's Rule in A Modern Context: Clearing the ' Heir'" (1984), 34 U.T.L. J . 170 at 172 . 
	17 

	manageable. If, for example, land was conveyed "to A for life, remainder to his heirs", under the rule A would take an i nrnediate fee simple. This of course seems contrary to the words' apparent meaning that A should take a life estate and, at A's death, A's heir should take tlhe fee simple. The opposite occurs because the words "remainder to his heirs" are treated as "words of limitation", defining the estate taken by A, rather than as "words of purchase" conferring any interest on the persons mentioned, 
	5
	5

	of A. The llife estate taken by A under the first part of the conveyance then merges ,.,ith the fee simple remainder to vest in A an inrnediate fee simple. Thus the estate otherwise granted to A's heirs goes to A himself.Given t his comparatively (and unexpectedly) straig1htforward explanation of the rule, it becomes apparent that it is not the meaning of "the rule" itself which requires review. Rather this inquiry must determi ne whether the application of the rule is justified in the context of today's l 
	6 

	5The application of the rule brought the meaning of the grant "to A for life, remaindeir to A's heirs" very close to the grant "to A and his heirs". The latter, which evolved quite separately, was convnonly construed as conferring an entire fee simple on A. 
	A set of technical pre-conditions to the appl i cation of the rule must be satisfied : 
	6

	The interests granted to both the ancestor and the heirs must be a freehold t?state in realty; these estates must be of the same quality, either both equitable or both legal, and they must be created by the same 
	instrument. However the ancestor may receive his interest by express grant, resulting trust or use, or by implication of the law, and he may hold that interest as a co-tenant. 
	See Professors Ziff and Litman, supra n. 4 at 173. 
	Even more important, however, was the threshold question of construction whether "heirs" referred to the entire line of heirs from generation to generation, or simply to specific individuals alive at the ancestor's death. In the former case the rule applied; in the latter it did not. 
	18 
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	of ei rs ance 
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	the self the 
	the self the 

	for rs" . 1 as 
	t be 
	~e a lity, same ,ress 
	may 
	may 

	:tion n to !ath. 
	§ . Possible Reasons for the Exi stence of the Rul e 
	§ . Possible Reasons for the Exi stence of the Rul e 
	7

	2.02 J1lmost from the time it was decided, judges and other legal 
	2.02 J1lmost from the time it was decided, judges and other legal 
	2.02 J1lmost from the time it was decided, judges and other legal 
	cormientators have attempted to explain the origins and purpose of the rul e in 8
	Shelley's cdse. From these efforts to justify the r ule, at least five 9
	theories have emerged : 
	(
	(
	(
	i) the ru1 e prevented f euda1 tenants from avoiding payment of feudal incidents; 

	(ii) 
	(ii) 
	the rule prevented the granting of contingent remainders ; 


	(iii) 10 of the property, 
	the rule recognized the "economic owner
	11 

	and restored the estate to him if his intentions were frustrated; 
	(iv) 
	(iv) 
	(iv) 
	the rule simply recognized the constraints imposed on the law by the doctrine of primogeniture; and 

	(v) 
	(v) 
	the rule avoided the perpetuities apparently expressed by the words of the grant. 


	A fuller examination of each is instructive. 
	7rhe case· was decided by the Court of Exchequer Chamber, comprised of the Lord Chan,cellor and the respective Chief Justices of the Queen's Bench , Cormion Pleas and the Chief Baron of the Exchequer. See supra note 1 at 105b (Co. Rep . ), 238 (E.R.). 
	Bsee , for example, id. , at 240 (E.R.); also Vdll Grutten v. FoXltfell, [1897] A.C . 658 at 667, per McNaughton L.J . ; A.W.8. Simpson, An Introduction to the History of the Ldnd LdW (Oxford: Oxfoird Univer sity Press, 1961) at 89; Re Ryndrcit (1980) , 31 O.R. (2d) 257 at 261 , per Wi lson J.A.; suprd n. 4 at 172-1 85 . 
	9professors Ziff and Litman have summari zed these theories; see suprd n. 4 at 174-185. 
	lOso called by A.O. Hargreaves, "Shelley's Ghost" (1938), 54 L.Q.R. 70. See discussion infrd. 
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	l. Avoidance of feudal incidents 
	2.03 According to this theory, Shelley's casE~ expressed a rule of tenure founded on feudal principles: its purpose was to prevent tenants from avoiding payment of feudal dues owed to their lords. In the thirteenth-century, transfer of land by descent upon death, unlike purchase inter vivos, entitled the English feudal lords, to collect various feudal 
	11
	11

	'incidents' or dues from their tenants. Given the apparent meaning of the words used, land conveyed by grant "to A for lHe, remainder to his heirs" would be transferred on the death of A, under an express inter vivos purchase and not by descent, and thus payment of feudal dues would be avoided very simply. The effect of the rule, however, I,1as to transform that direct grant of a riemainder to the heirs as purchasers. into a direct grant of the remainder baclk to the ancestor 'A' ; thus the heirs could rece
	2. Preventto~, of contingent remainders 

	2.04 'Contingent remainders ' seem to have bee!n unacceptably illogical in 
	2.04 'Contingent remainders ' seem to have bee!n unacceptably illogical in 
	2.04 'Contingent remainders ' seem to have bee!n unacceptably illogical in 

	the extremely formal system of t he early COrml()n law of property. If by 12
	definition a living person can have no heirs, then any gift in remainder "to A's heirs" must necessarily remain continge!nt until A dies; only then could the identity of the heirs be ascertained!. Such an arrangement was perceived as creating two problems: first, part of the fee simple was unaccounted for --not "seised" by anyone --which seems to have struck the medieval mind as an absurdity leaving "an abeyance of seisin". More 
	llchiefly "relief" and "primer seisin". 
	l 2From "nemo est haeres viventis". Thus A cou1ld have an "heir apparent" or an "heir presumptive", but no heir in his own lifetime. 
	20 
	20 

	seriously, perhaps, since only a fraction of the fee simple was seised, no one 
	could be held accountable for the bulk of the f eudal services and incidents to 
	the illlllediate lord. The contingent remainder ~,ould have been, therefore, both 
	ure 

	illogical and impolitic. In the situations to which it applied , the rule in the 
	rom 

	Shelley's case may have solved this problem by vesting the entire fee simple ase 13
	in the ancestor 'A', thereby cancelling the contingent remainder. While 
	1da 1 
	1da 1 

	this theory may make sense when viewed in conjunction with some of the other the 
	possible explanations (such as the one preceding, concerning feudal rs" 
	incidents). its inherent validity is probably suspect, for it appears that for 
	:vos 
	:vos 

	decades prior to 1579 the courts had already accepted the paradox of the ided 14
	contingent remainder. What was true in 1579 at the very time of ·ect 
	Shelley's case is even truer in 1985, when the possibility that such a the 
	creature might cause alarm seems utterly remote and unwarranted. ·est 
	3. Recognition of the economic owner lhi s 
	nent 

	Of 15
	2.05 A.O. Hargreaves, t_he proponent of this theory, suggested that the rule developed in the fourteenth century to give effect to the intentions of 
	particular testators. The idea may be explained in this way: 
	During the Midd1 e Ages, sett1 ements frequently took the form of the settlor conveying to himself for life with a remainder to his son in
	During the Midd1 e Ages, sett1 ements frequently took the form of the settlor conveying to himself for life with a remainder to his son in
	During the Midd1 e Ages, sett1 ements frequently took the form of the settlor conveying to himself for life with a remainder to his son in
	in 


	fee taii 1 and with a further remainder to the settlor' s heirs, that by is, "to A for life, remainder to 8 [A's son] and the heirs of his body, remainder to A's heirs". On those occasions when B died in his
	nder 
	father's lifetime without issue the courts permitted the then settlor, A, to claim the fee on the supposition that the purpose of the original settlement had failed and it would be consonant with the 
	was 
	was 
	was 
	the 

	13Through the application of Shelley's case, the heirs received nothing 
	11 

	in a proprietary sense, but because their share passed to A, they did possess an expectancy in the form of a spes successionis -a hope of succeeding" ; see supra n. 4 at 178. 
	1see Simpson, supra n. 8, at 94 . 
	4

	15see supra n. l O.
	·ent" 
	21 
	21 
	original intention of the settlor to permit him to reclaim the entire
	estate.1,6 

	Hargreaves suggested further that the courts eventually lost sight of the original purpose of the rule (namely, to permit the original settlor and "economic owner" to resume legal ownership in the event that his original intentions were frustrated), and came to appl y 1t formalistically without regard for the intentions of the parties involved. If Hargreaves' theory is correct on this point, it would appear that judges for over four hundred years have appliedl the rule for no reason other than that it has a
	17 out, 1t is. not altogether clear that the grant "to A for life, remainder to 8 and the heirs of his body, remainder to A's heirs" intends A to be anything more than an ordinary life tenant, nor that it would fail entirely if 8 died in A's lifetime without issue. It is not clear, in other words, that the grantor 'A' ever intended to resume legal o~mership. Thus the premise of this explanation of the rule's origins may be doubted. As a result, the theory fails adequately to justify the rule's continued usa
	4. Continuity with the doctrine of primogeniture 
	2.06 Although the doctrine of primogeniture ceased long ago to have any real impact in matters of this kind, at one time it may have justified the rule in Shel.ley's case. Since primogeniture permitted only a single heir to take on the death of A, under this system a grant •to A's heirs" could only 
	l
	have been i ntended to signify the line of heirs from generation to generation. And yet the entire line of heirs could not possibly all take as purchasers on A's death. It would make sense, therefore, that the word "heirs• in any grant "to A for life, remainder to his heirs• should always be construed as a word of limitation describing A's interest, and not as a word of purchase . This analysis is problematic, however, because it has been held in the great majority of cases that the rule did not evolve as a
	16see supra n. 4, at 176. 
	17rb1d., 177-178. 
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	constructio,n: quite to the contrary, the ru·1e is viewed as an unal terable 18
	rule of law having nothing to do with the parties' intentions . Rather than providing any justification for the rule's continued existence, then,
	the this theon1 of the rule's origins illuminates two compelling reasons for its 
	and 
	and 
	19

	abolition: first the modern application of the rule, since it obliges the 
	nal 
	nal 

	court to disregard even the parties' cl1earest intentions, is rarely
	out l 
	out l 
	~ 


	beneficial; and second, even if the interpretation required by the rule was 
	is l
	is l

	necessary at one time, the system it was designed to serve was irretrievably 20
	.• 

	changed lorug ago.
	,een be 
	,een be 
	5. Avoidaruce of perpetuities

	1ted 1der 

	2.07 If "heirs" in the grant "to A for life, remainder to his heirs"
	2.07 If "heirs" in the grant "to A for life, remainder to his heirs"
	2.07 If "heirs" in the grant "to A for life, remainder to his heirs"
	be 
	21 

	., denoted the whole line of inheritable descendants , the grant would have 
	, if given rise either to a perpetually contingent fee simple or to a perpetual
	I 

	;hat sequence of life estates in favour of the heirs . In either case the result 
	I Of 
	22
	22

	would have offended what was in the sixteenth century the developing
	would have offended what was in the sixteenth century the developing
	the 
	23

	jurisprudence against perpetuities . The rule expressed in Shelley's case would have remedied this problem by ves;ting the ancestor "A" with an alienable Eistate, thus sterrrning the perpetuity. If this theory is correct not 
	any the 
	any the 

	18see, for instance, Vdll Grutten v. Foxwen, supra n. 8, at 672, per McNaughton L. J.
	• to l9The rule was considered as recently as in 1980: see Re Rynard (1980) , 
	inly 

	31 0.R. (2d) 257 (C . A.), discussed infra.
	to 
	to 

	as 20see "Acr.: Abolishing Primogeniture", S.U.C. 1851, c . 6, which came into force on January 1, 1852.
	,.iord 
	21Note that this may not be the proper construction of these words; see n. ~ord 
	; be 

	34 infra. ield 
	22see Hold1,.iorth, supra n. l, at 108. 
	)f 
	I 

	'
	'

	23see supz:a n. 4 at 183-4; see also Manitoba Law Reform Commission, The Rules Against Perpetuities dlld Accumulati ons (Report No. 49, 1980) at 9-28. 
	I 
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	23 

	only the origins but, in some jurisdictions, the modern retention of the rule in Shelley's case might be explained . In Manitoba, however, the rule against perpetuities was itself abolished in 1983 by "The Perpetuities and Accumulations Act", C.C.S.M. c. P32.5. Unless it serves some other purpose, it makes little sense to retain a rule of law when the policy justification for it has passed. 
	C. Criticisms of the Rule 
	2.08 Most discussions of the rule in Shelley's case customarily begin 24
	2.08 Most discussions of the rule in Shelley's case customarily begin 24

	with mention of its difficulty, irrelevance and obscurity. That such an apparently innocuous bit of law should attract such widespread denunciation is suggestive of its value. Of course, the mere difficulty of the rule would not justify its abolition; if the rule carried some valid policy into effect, the rule should stand regardless of its complexity. Such, unfortunately, is not the case. Thus the following analysis supports the abolition of the rule. 
	2.09 First, of the five theories surveyed above, none explains why the rule ought to continue to enjoy any current status whatsoever. Indeed when the explanation of its origins is attempted, the obscurity of the rule's effect is a1ctually increased . Clearly the historical reasons for it have passed. 
	2.10 Second, the continued existence and ,application of the rule seem actually detrimental rather than beneficial. As already noted, it operates as a rule of law imposing a necessary constructioin regardless of the intentions 
	of the parties involved. For no apparent petlicy reason, and against the 25
	dominant tenor of the law in this regarct , the courts are obliged to defeat even those intentions which are most clearly expressed. 
	24see, for example, Professors Ziff and Litmian, supra n. 4, at 171; and van Grutten v. Foxwell, supra n. 8, at 667-681, per McNaughtan L.J. 
	251t is a first principle in the law governing testate succession, for example, that the law ought as much as possiblle to favour the intentions of the testator or testatrix. 
	24 
	24 


	2.11 Third, the rule has become a nuisance to conveyancing. The persons
	2.11 Third, the rule has become a nuisance to conveyancing. The persons
	2.11 Third, the rule has become a nuisance to conveyancing. The persons
	le 

	likely unexpectedly to suffer most are the less sophisticated practitionerle 
	(or, more l ·ikely, the clients of the less sophisticated practitioner), the 
	nd 
	nd 

	draftsman of a ho1ograph wi 11, or the person who 1 ooks after the transfer of his property himself . Given the natural meaning of the words in the grant "to A f~r life, remainder to his heirs" (namely that A shall receive a life estate and his children the fee simple), it could hardly be surprising that these inexperienced i ndividuals might fail to understand or to remember the significance of the sixteenth-century case. In the event, such random discrimination could still be excused if some compe11 i ng 
	e, 
	on 

	11 n 
	11 n 

	justified it --but this is not the case with respect to the rule in 
	Shelley's case. The result i s needless confusion on irrelevant pol icy is 
	an 

	grounds denying the testator or vendor the property transfer they expect and 
	hope for. the not 
	not 

	2.12 Fourth, curiously, the rule's status i n Manitoba is uncertain. This may be, at least in part, because the other provi nces in Canada have not been able to agree on whether the rule in Shelley ' s case even applies to them. 
	the 
	The Alberta courts, for example, have held that the rule is not in force in rhen 26
	that province. In In re Simpson Estate, t his conclusion followed from e's 
	the Alberta Court of Appeal's construction of the legislation introducing the 1ave 
	ne1,1 colony" of Canada could not have adopted those laws pertaining exclusively to the tenure of land under the f euda 1 syst em in England because that system was never introduced in 
	English law generally: in their view the 
	11 

	reem 27
	Canada. The Court also held, alternatively, that the rule would have been : as 
	displaced by the Torrens system in any case because it was inappropriate to Ions 28
	land under that system. When asked to expllain the continued application the 
	of the rule in other provinces (including Ontario), the Alberta Court feat 
	suggested frankly that it must have been the• first to consider the whole question --that the other provinces had just assumed the rule was good law. 
	26[1927] 3 W.W.R. 534 (Alta. S.C. , App. Div. ); aff'd on other grounds, [1928] S.C .R. 329; foll 'd in Re Budd Bstat◄~ (1958), 12 D.L.R. (2d) 782 and (Al ta. S. C. ) . 
	27rbid., at 536-540. for 1 of 28rb1d. , at 540-542 . 
	25 
	25 

	2.13 Even in Ontario, however, where the rule is viewed as subsisting law, its imposition is regularly avoided by the courts. The ease with which it is avoided is derived from one of the set of formal pre-conditions to its application, namely, that the rule only applies where the word "heirs" in the grant "to A for life, remainder to his heirs" is found to denote the whole 
	29
	29

	line of heirs from generation to generation. If, on the other hand, the 
	word "heirs" is found to refer more narrowly only to a limited group of 30
	specific individuals, such as those heirs who are alive at the ancestor A's death, the rule cannot apply. Thus do the courts use this threshold question of construction to their advantage, ·interpreting the words of the grant imaginatively to give best effect to the intentions of the grantor. In 
	31
	31

	Re Rynard, for example, the Ontario Court of Appeal held that the rule did not apply to the following devise: 
	... [M]y son, Kennedy shall continue to have the use of said lands until h·i s death . . . and after my son Kennedy's death, my son Dr. Bernard Rynard shall be paid the sum of fifteen hundred dollars out of the said lands and the balance shall gc, to the heirs of my son, Kennedy . 32 
	... [M]y son, Kennedy shall continue to have the use of said lands until h·i s death . . . and after my son Kennedy's death, my son Dr. Bernard Rynard shall be paid the sum of fifteen hundred dollars out of the said lands and the balance shall gc, to the heirs of my son, Kennedy . 32 

	The Court in that instance found that the testatrix had used the word "heirs" in the sense only of her son Kennedy's next of kin living at his death. The opposite construction (to which the rule would have applied) was not possible because the testatrix had made it clear that Kennedy was not to take an estate in fee simple; rather in a subsequent clause of the will she had plainly 
	29If it does not, the word is not a word of limitation, but of purchase. The word "heirs" need not actua11y be used; any words which advert to an indefinite line of heirs will bring the rule into effect. See, e.g., van Grutten v . .Foxwell, supra n. 3 at 684-5, per Davey L.J. 
	30or "personae designatum". 
	31(1980), 31 O.R. (2d) 257 (C.A.), per Wilson, J.A. 
	32rbid., 259. 
	26 
	26 
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	w, limited his interest to a determinable life estate. This decision is noteworthy for the Ontario Court of Appeal 's resourceful use of a rule of construction to avoid imposing a rule of law. Specifically, as Professors 
	is 
	its 

	the Ziff and Litman point out: 
	ole 
	ole 

	_... [I]t is difficult to appreciate how the gift of the life estate the to Kennedy, whether limited or of natural duration, assists in the thresho"ld question of construction which concerns only the intended
	of 
	of 
	meaning of the term 'heirs'. In every modern decision where the rule 

	stor in Shelley's case has been applied the ,ancestor was intended to receive only a life estate. This is the anITToying aspect of the rule;
	hold 
	hold 

	it flouts testamentary intention by giving an unintentional windfall the to the ancestor. Put another way, the gift of the life estate to Kennedy indicates what the heirs are to receive in the remainder, but
	In 
	In 
	it provides no guidance as to whom the ,.iord 'heirs' is meant to 

	rule describe. After examining the entire Rynard will i t is clear that there is only one reference to the heirs, and not a single adjectival or contextual basis which can assist in ascertaning the actual intentions of the testatrix in employing that term.34 
	33rb1d., 26!5 .
	irs" 
	irs" 

	34see suprc1 n. 4, at 191 . In its judgment the Ontario Court of Appea1, reversing the trial judge, held that section 31 of the Ontario Wills Act,
	The 

	Ible 
	Ible 

	R.S.O. 1927, c. 149, was not applicable in the circumstances of the case. 
	tate Similar to section 29 of the Manitoba Wills )\ct, C.C.S.M. c . W150, section 31 provides that: 
	31. Where any real estate is devised by any testator, dying on or after the 5th day of March, 1880, to the heir or heirs of any testator, or of any other person, and no contrary or other intention is signified by the will, the words "heir" or "heirs" shall be construed to mean the person or 
	31. Where any real estate is devised by any testator, dying on or after the 5th day of March, 1880, to the heir or heirs of any testator, or of any other person, and no contrary or other intention is signified by the will, the words "heir" or "heirs" shall be construed to mean the person or 

	ase. persons to whom the real estate of the testator, or of such other person an as the case may be, would descend under th,e law of Ontario in case of an Van intesta,cy. 
	(Footnote continued to page 28) 
	(Footnote continued to page 28) 
	27 

	2.14 It Is noteworthy further that Re Rynai~d is typical of attempts by the courts to avoid imposing the rule in Shelley's case. Constrained by a rule of law that seems inexplicably contrary to their sense of justice (as contrary to the grantor's intentions), Canatdian judges have attempted generally to narrow 1ts application. Again, even this might be acceptable if the rule itself sought to achieve some valid policy purpose, but the rule has 
	no such pretensions. 
	0. Conclusion 

	2.15 In summary form, then, the following observations support the 
	2.15 In summary form, then, the following observations support the 
	2.15 In summary form, then, the following observations support the 

	abolition of the rule in Shelley's case: 
	(1) the historical reasons for it have passed ; 
	(1) the historical reasons for it have passed ; 
	(1i) operating as a rule of law, without regard for the grantor's intentions, its continued application seems actually detrimental rather than beneficial; 
	(111) the rule has become a nuisance 1n the drafting of wills and inter v1vos settlements, trapping the um~ary practitioner and client alike; 
	(1v) the rule's status 1n Manitoba is uncertain; and 
	(v) even where the rule is viewed as subsisting law its imposition 1s regularly avoided by the courts. 

	(Footnote continued from page 27) Section 31 seems to create a rebuttable presumption that the word "heirs" shall be equivalent to the notion of "next of kin" in intestate succession laws. Professors Ziff and Litman, therefore, suggest that section 31 ought to have been applicable to the case: since, in their view, the word "heirs" was undefined and ambiguously used in the wi 11 itself, section 31 should have given the remainder to the heirs of the first generation only. They find it ironic that the Ontario
	28 
	28 

	With so little to commend the continued existence of the rule, the Commission by 
	therefore re!commends: Ya (as RECOHHE~fDATION l 
	ted 
	ted 

	That the1 rule in Shelley's case be abolished in Hanitoba. if has L i>roposalls for Reform 
	2.16 It is ironic that the rule in Shelley's case continues to concern 
	2.16 It is ironic that the rule in Shelley's case continues to concern 
	2.16 It is ironic that the rule in Shelley's case continues to concern 

	Canadians in 1985 when it was abolished 60 years ago in England, its country 
	of origin.'Section 131 of the Imperial L.aH of Property Act, 1925, 15 
	3
	5 

	Geo. 5, c. ;!O, provides as follows:
	the 
	the 
	Where b:y any instrument coming into operation after the commencement of this Act an interest in any property is expressed to be given to the heir or heirs or issue or any particular heir or any class of the heirs or issue of any person in words which, but for this section would, under the rule of law known as the! Rule in Shelley's case, have operated to give to that person an interest in fee simple or an entailed interest, such words shall operate in equity as words of purchase and not of limitation, and 

	Figure
	This legislation negates the effect of the ru·le by declaring that the words 
	"to A' s heirs" be construed as words of purchase· conferring an actual interest 
	on the perso,ns mentioned, namely the heirs of JI, and not merely as words of limitation defining the estate taken by A. Thus the English Parl iament restored the natural meaning of the words of the grant. 
	ve 
	lt 
	lt 
	for 

	35rhe New Brunswick Law Reform Division also noted this irony. See New 
	Brunswick LaW' Reform Division, sw::vey of the L.aH of Real Property -A Working 
	Paper (1976) at 19-25. 
	29 
	29 



	2.17 We think that the most appropriate piece of legislation in Manitoba 
	2.17 We think that the most appropriate piece of legislation in Manitoba 
	2.17 We think that the most appropriate piece of legislation in Manitoba 

	i n which to abolish the rule in Shelley ' s ca,se is "The Law of Property 
	Act", C. C.S.M. c. L90. The abolition can, for our purposes, be accomplished 
	by an enactment more simply and briefly worded than the English provision. 
	The followinu reco11111endation sets forth the draft legislation that we propose 
	be adopted: 
	RECOHHBNl>ATION 2 
	RECOHHBNl>ATION 2 
	That the abolition of the rule in Shelley's· case be dCComplished by dlllending "The LdW of Property Act•, C.C.S.H. c . L90, to include a section i,imilar to the following; 
	The Rule of law known as the Rule in Shelley's case is abo.11shed insofar as it ls part of the l.aw of Hanitoba. 


	2.18 We have noted that the English legisl,ation abolished the rule only 
	2.18 We have noted that the English legisl,ation abolished the rule only 
	2.18 We have noted that the English legisl,ation abolished the rule only 

	with respect to those instruments which came into operation after its date of 
	convnencement. We think that in Manitoba the abolition of the rule should be 
	given retrospective effect and we so reco11111end: 
	RECOHHE~r/JATION 3 
	RECOHHE~r/JATION 3 
	That , except as provided in recommendation 4, the abolition of the 
	Rule in Shelley's case apply to all interests in real property created before, or on or after the date t:he abolition of the Rule comes into force. 
	RECOHHEl'IDATION 4 
	That the legislation provide that where, 1nioc to its commencement, any act or step was taken !n reliance upon the dppl!cability of the Rule in Shelley's case, the law as it was prior to the passing of the legislation should apply to that ac t or st1?p , as the case may be, as if the legislation had not been passed. 
	30 



	PART III
	PART III
	PART III
	itoba 
	pccty 
	PERMISSIVE ANO EQUITABLE WASTE
	ished 
	sion. 

	3.01 Waste is a tort concerned with protecting the interests of a 
	3.01 Waste is a tort concerned with protecting the interests of a 
	3.01 Waste is a tort concerned with protecting the interests of a 
	opose 

	remaindennan or reversioner of property. This is accomplished by restricting a tenant's use of that property. Accordingly, the law of waste is a tool used to balance the rights of tenant and remaindennain. There are two categories of waste: co"missive (voluntary) and permissive . 
	• 
	• 
	3.02 Th1is report deals with two problems within the law of waste which require rectification. The first deals with whether life tenants are liable for permis:sive waste, and whether they should! be. The second deals with a 

	Figure
	type of conrmissive waste, known as equitable wa1ste. The issue with respect to equitable ,.iaste is whether the present legis'lation governing this topic is drafted broadly enough. 
	type of conrmissive waste, known as equitable wa1ste. The issue with respect to equitable ,.iaste is whether the present legis'lation governing this topic is drafted broadly enough. 


	3.03 In attending to this area, the Commission recognizes that the law of 
	3.03 In attending to this area, the Commission recognizes that the law of 
	3.03 In attending to this area, the Commission recognizes that the law of 
	waste has limited application today because the vast majority of leases and 1
	settlements have specific provisions covering a tenant's responsibilities. Notwithstanding its small scope, this area of the law is problematic and that, 
	in itself, constitutes sufficient justification for this study. 
	A. Permissive Waste 
	3.04 PE!rmi ssi ve waste is an offence of omission or non-feasance, where the tenant . allows events to occur which cause damage to the property. Examples include not repairing the roof of a building, causing storms to damage the 
	building's interioror allowing banks of a river to deteriorate, so that 3
	2 

	land is flooded. 
	lThere has, never been a reported case in Manitoba dealing with permissive waste. 
	2Lord Coke, Co. Litt. 53a. 
	3critfJ.th':s case (1564) Moore (K.B.) 69; 72 E.R. 446. 
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	l . Manitoba 
	3.05 In Manitoba, waste is dealt with in "The LaH of Property Act•, 
	3.05 In Manitoba, waste is dealt with in "The LaH of Property Act•, 
	3.05 In Manitoba, waste is dealt with in "The LaH of Property Act•, 

	C. C . S. M. c . L90, s . l 3: 
	Lessees making or suffering waste on the demised premises without licence of the lessors are liable for full damages so occasioned. 
	Lessees making or suffering waste on the demised premises without licence of the lessors are liable for full damages so occasioned. 

	By using the phrase "making or suffering waste", the section expressly 
	encompasses both corrrnissive and permissive waste. However, the words 
	"lessees" , "demised premises" and "lessors" E!XClude life tenants from the 
	ambit of the legislation. Section 13 is credlited as a translation of the 
	4
	4

	Statute of i':larlbridge, 1267: 
	Also fermors during their terms shall not rr~ke waste, sale nor exile of hous1~s, wood and men, nor of anything belonging to the tenements they ha1ve to firm, without special l i c,ence had by writing of covenant, making mention that they may do it: which thing, if they do and thereof be convict, they shall yield full damage and shall be punish by amerciament grievously.5 
	Also fermors during their terms shall not rr~ke waste, sale nor exile of hous1~s, wood and men, nor of anything belonging to the tenements they ha1ve to firm, without special l i c,ence had by writing of covenant, making mention that they may do it: which thing, if they do and thereof be convict, they shall yield full damage and shall be punish by amerciament grievously.5 

	452 Hen. 3, c. 23. The Statute of Harlbridg,e is also known by the names Marlebridge and Marlborough. Some commentators explain that Marlbridge is the old name for the present-day Marlborough. t-lowever, Prof. Irvine of the Commission is of the view that they were two separate centres: history has lost to us a1t which of the two the Court was then sitting. 
	The sta;tute of Harlbridge expanded the common law where the only classes of tenants who were liable for waste were those tenants whose interest arose from the lc1ws of dower and curtesy, Co . Litt. 43a, 300; Co . 2 Inst. 145. There is a dispute among commentators as to whiich classes of landholders were liable at common law. Bracton (cited by Reeves l Reeve's Hist. Hng. Law 
	386) argues liability existed at common law against both life tenants and tenants for years. 
	5sora Laskin, cases and Notes on Land LaH (2d ed. 1964) 420. The original text is: 
	_Item firmai' tempe fi~ aua, vastum, vendic6em, seu exiliii nii faciant, in domib3, boscis,. hiiibJ, neq, de aliquib3 ad tenemta q• ad firma bent sp•tantib3, n' spalem ( ") Tift-mt concessionc [p sc1,turam ''] [sive c1ivenc6nis menc6em "] ('!.) qd hoc faPe possint. Et si fe2"mt &' s~ hoc convincant' cwnpna plene n:~ fundent, lie g"vir p miam puniant'. • 
	_Item firmai' tempe fi~ aua, vastum, vendic6em, seu exiliii nii faciant, in domib3, boscis,. hiiibJ, neq, de aliquib3 ad tenemta q• ad firma bent sp•tantib3, n' spalem ( ") Tift-mt concessionc [p sc1,turam ''] [sive c1ivenc6nis menc6em "] ('!.) qd hoc faPe possint. Et si fe2"mt &' s~ hoc convincant' cwnpna plene n:~ fundent, lie g"vir p miam puniant'. • 
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	This was the first statutory enactment on waste and was followed eleven years 6
	later by the statute of Gloucester, 1278, which 'is as follows: 
	.. 
	It is provided that a man from henceforth shall have a writ of waste in chance!ry against him that holdeth by law of England , or otherwise for term of life, or for terms of years, or a woman in dower; and he who shall be attainted of waste shall lose the thing he hath wasted, -and moreover shall recompense thrice so much as the waste shall be taxed at.
	. , 
	7 

	sly 

	3.06 Like Section 13, the anci ent statutes cover both permissive and 
	3.06 Like Section 13, the anci ent statutes cover both permissive and 
	3.06 Like Section 13, the anci ent statutes cover both permissive and 

	co1T111issive wa1ste as explained by Lord Coke in his discussion of the use of the the 
	ds 

	phrase "to do, or make waste" in the statute of Hairlbridge. the To do 01r make waste in legal understandinig in this place (time) includes as well permissive waste, which is waste by reason of omission or not doing, as for want of reparation, as waste by reason of commission and the same word hath The Statutes of Glouceste!r, c. 5, que aver tait W"aste and y,et is understood as well of passive as active waste.a 
	66 Edw. l, c. 5. The writ of waste established in this statute was repealed in England by 1879 (Imp.), c. 59. 
	7Laskin, supz:a n. 5, at 420. The original text i·s: 
	Ensement purveu est qe len eit desoremes bref de Wait en la Chauncelrie, [fet de ceo sur] home qi tient par la lei de Engleterre, ou en autre manere a terme de vie, ou a terme de annz, 0Iu fe1T111e en doweire, e celui qi serra at,eint de Wast perde la chose [qil ad] wastee e estre ceo face gre del trebhle de ceo qe le Wast serra taxe . 
	Ensement purveu est qe len eit desoremes bref de Wait en la Chauncelrie, [fet de ceo sur] home qi tient par la lei de Engleterre, ou en autre manere a terme de vie, ou a terme de annz, 0Iu fe1T111e en doweire, e celui qi serra at,eint de Wast perde la chose [qil ad] wastee e estre ceo face gre del trebhle de ceo qe le Wast serra taxe . 

	and Seo. 2 Inst. 145. This was approved in the ,extensive notes to Greene v. Cole (1799), 2 Wm. Saund. 252; 85 f. .R. 1037 (C:.A.); followed in Harnett v. H,"iitland (1847), 16 M. & W. 257; 153 f..R. 1184 (Exch.).
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	Figure
	Holmested points out that the older Elizabethan cases substantiate Coke's 9
	interpretation. 
	3.07 Unlike section 13, however, the anciE!nt statutes make both tenants for years and tenants for life equally liablle for waste. The statute of Gloucester does so expressly, by listing the classes of tenants it covers, while the statute of Harlbridge uses the term fermor. Manitoba has translated this to mean lessee, but Sir Edward Coke defined this term as 
	• a11 tenants h hold by 1 e or years.lO st. Germain's Doctor
	• a11 tenants h hold by 1 e or years.lO st. Germain's Doctor

	encompass,n,g w o l "f 11
	and student: (1518), published even closer in time to the enactment of the 
	Statutes, also describes both tenants for years and for life as being liable. 12
	Therefore, Manitoba, through a translation error has drafted section 13 too restrictively, enacting only part of the law of waste. As a result, the liability of a life tenant for waste in Manitoba is unclear. 
	2. Case l~w divergence 
	3.08 This uncertainty of the status of the life tenant's liability for waste is exacerbated by the fact that there has never been a reported case in Manitoba orn the subject of permissive waste in any context. Outside of Manitoba, there is conflicting case law concerning this issue. Even though the Statutes of Marlbridge and Gloucester clearly made both tenants for years and tenants for life liable for both permissive and commissive waste, the case 
	9AI10n, Trin. T6, El i z. 62. Griffith's case, supra n. 4, referred to by: Geo . S. Holmested , "Permissive waste by Tenants for Life or Years" (1908) 44 C.L.J. 175 at 181. 
	lOcoke, 2 Inst. 145. This definition is disp1uted by G. Kirchwey who argues that fermors include only tenants for years. see G. Kirchwey, "Liability for Waste" (1908), Col. L.R . 425 at 431 . 
	lOcoke, 2 Inst. 145. This definition is disp1uted by G. Kirchwey who argues that fermors include only tenants for years. see G. Kirchwey, "Liability for Waste" (1908), Col. L.R . 425 at 431 . 
	llp1ucknett and Barton (ed.), st. ' ,s Doctor and student (Second Dialogue) (1974) 177. 
	Germa.in

	121t should be noted that Ontario also has a section identical to section 
	13: Conveyanc:!ng and LaH of Property Act, R.S.O. 1980, c. 90, s. 32. 
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	law has not uiniformly given effect to this interp,retation. Two lines of cases have emerged. While the courts seem to agree that the ancient statutes created the same liability for life tenants and tenants for years, there is ,ts divergence as to whether this includes liability for permissive waste . In the last century, the cases dealing with life tenants have held them unimpeachable
	of for permissiv·e waste , while the cases dealing with tenants for years have held
	rs, 
	them· liable for permissive waste. In the process , both lines have thrown
	has 
	doubt upon the other. The leading case supporting liability for permissive waste for both life tenants and tenants for years is the English decision of Yellowly Gower, followed in Ontario by Horris v. 
	as 
	tor 
	the 
	". 
	13 

	14
	14

	caicncross. The leading case supporting irrmunity is the English
	caicncross. The leading case supporting irrmunity is the English
	le. 

	15
	15

	decision of In re cartwright, followed in Ontari o by Pdtterson v. The
	13 
	13 
	16 

	Centrdl Cdlldd!d Lodll dlld SdVings Compdlly. 
	the 

	( i) immuinity 
	( i) immuinity 

	The English decision supporting irrmunity for permissive waste for for life tenants is that of In re Cdrtwright. It was decided on essentially 
	17 
	17 

	in three points. First, Mr. Justice Kay applied several earlier decisions, of which he heldl denied liability for permissive waste. Secondly, the judgment 
	ugh ars 
	ugh ars 
	se 

	13(1855) , E;c 274; 156 E. R. 833. Approved by: Woodhouse v. Wdlker (1880), 5 Q.B.D. 404 (C.A.); Ddvies v. Ddvies (18B5), 38 Ch. D. 499. 
	14(190n, 14 O.L.R . 544. Followed by: Cherr,y v. Smith, [1933] 1 W.W.R. 205 (Sask. C.. C.); Roberts v. HcHdllnis, [1933] l W.W.R. 193 (Sask. C.C . ) . to 
	908) 15(1889), 41 Ch. D. 532. Followed by: In re Frellld/1, [1898] 1 Ch. 28; In re Parry, [1900] 1 Ch. 160. 
	ques 16(1890), 29 O.R. 134 (Div. Ct.). Fo11owed by: Monro v. Toronto Ra.ilwa.ylity co. (1904), 9 O.L.R. 299 (C.A.); Currie v. Currie (1910), 20 O.L.R. 375 
	( H. Ct.). 
	cond 
	cond 

	11cibson v. I/ells (1805), 1 8. & P.N.R. 290; 127 E.R. 473; Herne v. Benbow (18131) 4 Taunt. 764; 128 E.R. 531; Jones v. Hill (1817); 7 Taunt. 392, 129 E . R . l 56. 
	35 
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	refers to eq1uity's refusal to provide remedies in cases of permissive waste. Finally, Mr. Justice Kay based his decision largely on the lack of litigation . t 1 B 
	on permi ss,v,e was e. 
	The second point was expanded on by Chancellor Boyd in the Patterson case which applied In re cart"'right in Ontario. Chancellor Boyd held that the rules of equity and the common law were in conflict about permissive \o1aste. The Judicature Act 1873, (36 &. 37 Viet., c. 66) which combined equity and the common law, provides that where the two are in conflict, equity is to prevail. Accordingly, Chancellor Boyd found that the 
	19 
	19 

	Judicature A.ct 1873 had abrogated any action for permissive waste. 
	(ii) liability 
	(ii) liability 

	Horris v. Cairncross is a decision of Chief Justice Meredith of the Divisional Court of Ontario. Basically, he found In re cart"'right and Patterson wrongly decided. In arriving at this decision, he surveyed the statements of Lord Coke, the academic writing on topic, as well as prior case 
	lBon this point, the following is an excerpt from the decision of Mr. Justice Kay: 
	Since the Statutes of Marlbridge and of Gloucester there must have been hundred's of thousands of tenants for lif1e who have died leaving their estates in a condition of great dilapidation. Not once, so far as legal records go, have damages been recovered against the estate of a tenant for life on that ground. To ask me in that state of the authorities to hold 
	Since the Statutes of Marlbridge and of Gloucester there must have been hundred's of thousands of tenants for lif1e who have died leaving their estates in a condition of great dilapidation. Not once, so far as legal records go, have damages been recovered against the estate of a tenant for life on that ground. To ask me in that state of the authorities to hold 
	that a tenant for life is liable for permissive waste to a remainderman is to my mind a proposition altogether startling. 

	In re cart"'right, supra n. 15, at 536. 
	19chancellor Boyd relied on Barnes v. Do"'Hng (1881), 44 L. T. (N.S.). 809 (Div . Ct.). 
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	le. 
	le. 
	le. 
	law. 2° 
	Countries 
	with 
	similar 
	laws 
	such 
	as 
	21Ireland, 
	the 
	United 

	Ion 
	Ion 
	22States
	23and Scotland
	were also referred to in his judgment. 

	TR
	(iii) 
	evaluation 

	the 
	the 

	yd 
	yd 
	In 
	re 
	Cartwright 
	relied 
	on 
	three 
	cases 
	in 
	the 
	Co11111on 
	Pleas 

	~t 
	~t 
	Gibson 
	v. 
	Wells, 
	Herne 
	v. 
	Benbow 
	and 
	Jones 
	v. 
	Hill 
	as 

	1ch 
	1ch 
	authorities for the princi ple 
	that t here 
	is 
	no 
	·1iability for permissi ve waste 

	in 
	in 
	against 
	life 
	tenants. 
	However, 
	as 
	Chief 
	Justic,e 
	Meredith 
	pointed 
	out 
	in 
	the 

	the 
	the 
	Horris decis·ion , 
	these 
	cases 
	are 
	24 readily distinguishable. 

	TR
	20Anon, 
	Triin. 
	T. 
	6, 
	El i z. 
	62; 
	Corbet 
	v. 
	.Stonehouse 
	9 
	Car. , 
	2 
	Ro 11 e 

	of 
	of 
	Abri. 
	816-7 ;; 
	sticklehorne 
	v. 
	Hartchllldll, 
	28 
	Eliz. , 
	Owen 
	43; 
	74 
	E. R. 
	887 

	and 
	and 
	(K.B.); Greene v. 13; Davies v. Davies, 
	Cole , supra supra n. 14. 
	n. 
	9; 
	Wood'.house 
	v. 
	Walker, 
	supra 
	n. 

	the 
	the 

	e 
	e 
	21Hughes v. Sullivan H'cann (1851), 1 Irish 
	(1829), C.L.R. 
	2 Irish Law Recorder, O.S. 456; (N.S . ) 205 . Both hold that tenants 
	White v. of either 

	TR
	class are 
	liable for permi ssi ve waste . 

	TR
	22particular·ly 
	relevant 
	cases 
	include: 
	White 
	v. 
	Wagner 
	(1815), 
	4 
	Har. 
	& 

	TR
	J . 
	(Maryland) 
	302; 
	Wilson 
	v. 
	Edmonds 
	(1852), 
	4 
	Foster 
	(24 
	N.H. ) 
	517; 

	TR
	Stevens 
	v. 
	Rose 
	(1888), 
	69 
	Mich . 
	259; 
	Hoo.r:e 
	v. 
	Townshend 
	(1869), 
	33 

	TR
	N.J . 
	Law 
	284 . 
	The 
	latter 
	case 
	contains 
	a 
	scholarly judgment by Judge 
	Depue 

	TR
	who 
	wrote 
	a 
	thorough 
	review 
	of 
	Engl i sh 
	authoriities 
	and 
	concluded 
	that 
	both 

	Mr. 
	Mr. 
	life tenants and tenants for years 
	are 
	liable. 

	TR
	23Meredith 
	looks 
	to 
	the 
	civil 
	law 
	of 
	usu.fruct 
	because 
	of 
	its 
	similarity 
	to 

	teen 
	teen 
	English 
	law 
	of 
	waste. 
	He 
	refers 
	to 
	Bell ' s 
	commentaries 
	on 
	the 
	LdHs 
	of 

	heir 
	heir 
	Scotland 
	(6th ed . ) (Vol. 
	2) 
	892-3, 
	which 
	held 
	tienants 
	liable for events which 

	egal 
	egal 
	would be cla·ssified 
	as 
	permissive waste. 

	for 
	for 

	hold 
	hold 
	24Gibson 
	v. 
	Wells 
	dealt 
	with 
	a 
	tenant 
	at 
	w'ill, 
	a 
	class 
	not 
	covered 
	by 

	n is 
	n is 
	the 
	statute. 
	The 
	next 
	case, 
	Herne 
	v. 
	Benbow 
	1relied 
	on 
	a 
	case 
	of 
	a 
	tenant 

	TR
	at 
	will 
	for 
	its 
	authority 
	that 
	there 
	is 
	no 
	liability 
	for 
	permissive 
	waste, 

	TR
	The Countess of Shrewbury's Case, 
	5 Co . 
	136, 77 E.R. 
	6B 
	(K . B.) . 
	Herne was 

	TR
	(Footnote conti nued 
	to page 
	38) 

	S.). 
	S.). 

	TR
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	As ~,ell, the argument of Chancellor Boyd in Patterson that an 
	As ~,ell, the argument of Chancellor Boyd in Patterson that an 

	action for permissive waste is not maintainable because equity conflicts with 25
	the cormnon law is a misconceived view. The Courts of Equity had concurrent jurisdiction of waste with the Courts of Law. However, Equity's remedies are ill-suited to permissive waste because it is non-feasance and therefore re,quires mandatory i njunctions, whi,ch Equity has always been 
	26
	26

	reluctant to grant. Due to this, the Courts of Equity have consistently 27
	refused rel ie,f for all uses of permi ssive wast,e, as they saw damages as 28
	the proper remedy. But, as Chief Justice Meredith pointed out in the Horris decisiion, this refusal does not affect lega1l liability, nor conflict 
	(Footnote continued from page 37) also decided on procedural grounds. The final case, Jones v. Hill, did not deal with li ability, but rather whether or not the actions complained of were waste. What also may have misled Mr. Justiice Kay was the i naccuracy of the reports, noted by Baron Parke in Yellowl~r v. Gower, supra n. 14 at 293-4. 
	25This is supported by: Horris v. Cairncross, supra n. 16 at 459-61; Holmested, s.upra n. 10 at 186-9; C. B. Labatt., "Obligation of Tenant to Repair" (1901) 37 C.L.J. 521 at 536-7. 
	2Kerr on rnjunctions (4th ed.) 31 . See ,also Morris V. Cairncross, supra n. 15 at 560. 
	6

	27r.ord castlemain v. Lord craven (1 733) , 22 Vin . Abri . 523; Wood v. craynon (1761), Ambler 1395; 27 E.R. 263; La.ndsdowne v. La.ndsdowne (1820), 1 J. & W. 522; 37 E.R. 467; Coffi n v.. Coffin (1821), Jae. 7;, 37 
	E.R. 776; Powys v. Blagrave (1854), 4 D.G., M. & G. 448; 43 E.R. 582; Warren v. RUda.11 (1860), 1 J. & H. l; 70 LR. 637 .. 
	2Bper Hardwick, L.C . Jesus college v. Bloom, 3 Atk. 262, 26 E. R. 953. Also see Holmested, supra n. 9 at 186-9. 
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	ao with it.Furthermore, as legal liability is founded upon the legislation 
	29 

	th and is not a rule of common law, it is not affected by the Judicdture 30
	ad Act. 
	'S 
	'S 
	Finally, Mr. Justice Kay's main reason for his decision was the lack 

	of litigation dealing with permissive waste. This was, in his view, strong 
	evidence of an immunity. However, there are probably better explanations. 
	as First, the majority of life tenants have their estates settled upon them by 
	the instruments that would contain specific provisions governing their duties. 
	Further, the rule act1o personalis would not allow a remainderman to sue the 31
	life tenant's estate . 
	Acc1:>rdingly, despite the many textbooks which have unquestioningly 32
	Acc1:>rdingly, despite the many textbooks which have unquestioningly 32

	accepted In .r:e Cartwright, its reasons are unpersuasive. It follows 
	29Horris v. Cairncross, supra n. 15, at 561-2. 
	The most that can be said as to the course of Courts of Equity in regard
	The most that can be said as to the course of Courts of Equity in regard
	did 
	to claims for permissive waste is that they did not actively interfere .. 
	or 
	. and I see in this course nothing that involves any conflict or variance
	of 
	between the rules of equity and the rules of common law. 
	at 

	30c.B. Labatt, supra. n. 26 at 533-4, cited with approval by Chief Justice Meredith . 
	1i 31Id., at 535. Also see Notes (1889) 20 L.Q.R., 448-9, cited with approval by Meredith. It is unfortunate that Chancellor Boyd in Pdtterson 
	to 

	v. central Canada Loan .md savings company decided "it appears unnecessary to delve into the ancient law with a view of i1mpeaching the decision of Mr. Justice Kay in In re Cartwright" (supra n. 17 at 136) . The exercise would have been more profitable than his uncritical acc:eptance.
	v. 32These writers include: Megarry and Wade, The Law of Real Property (4th
	31 
	31 

	ed . 1975); Cheshire and Burns , Modern Law of i;ieal Property (13th ed . 1982);
	82; 
	82; 

	Adkin's Landlord and Tenant (17th ed. 1973) 147-50; Peter Butt, Introduction to Land Law (Aust.) (1980) 810; W.A. West, The Law of Dildpiddtionis (7th ed. 1974); J.C.W. Wylie, Irisli Land Law (1975) 213.
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	that the decision of Chief Justice Meredith in Horris that, in effect, makes both life tenants and tenants for yea1rs liable for permissive waste should be followed in Manitoba. 
	3. Conclus'ion 
	3.09 
	3.09 
	3.09 
	Both life tenants and tenants for years should be liable for permissive waste. Not only is this the! more convincing historical interpretation of the law, it is also the better policy. The Commission can see no reason whatsoever for the two to be treated differently. In both situations there is a reversionary interest to be protected. As discussed, Manitoba, through a translation error has not adequately protected these interests. 

	4. 
	4. 
	Options, of Reform 


	3.10 There are three options available to correct this problem. First section 13 of "The LdW of Property Act" could simply be repealed, leaving the Statutes of Marlbridge and Gloucester to cover the field. This is the 
	33
	situation in most provinces. It is not, in our view, an appropriate solution as it does not satisfactorily clarify the liability of tenants for permissive waste. 



	3.11 Secondly, Manitoba could retain section 13 and enact a further 
	3.11 Secondly, Manitoba could retain section 13 and enact a further 
	3.11 Secondly, Manitoba could retain section 13 and enact a further 
	provision similar to section 29 of Ontario's Conveydllc1ng and LdJ,i of Property 34 
	Act, R.S.O. 1980, c. 90. This section is a translation of the statute of Gloucester and its presence mitigates Ontario's identical translation error. However, the section does not expressly define waste to include 
	33Alberta, British Columbia, Newfoundland, Nova Scotia and Saskatchewan are all simply governed by the old English Statute5. 
	34The section reads as follows: 
	A dowress, a tenant for life or for years, and the guardian of the estate of a minor, are impeachable for waste and liable in damages to the person i njUrt!d. 
	40 

	permissive waste. It would also be undesirable to preserve the flawed section 
	t, 
	t, 

	13. te 
	3.12 Finally, Manitoba could repeal section 13 and enact a broader provision which would clarify the law. This has been done in New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island, who share an identical comprehensive statutory 
	prov·ision dealing with waste. It reads: for ca1 6(1) Subject to the express terms of any lease, or of any valid and subsisting covenant, agreement or stipulation affecting the tenancy,
	can (a) every tenant for years and every tenant for life is liable to his landlord and to every other person for the time beinghaving a reversionary interest in the leased premises for voluntary waste and for permissive waste in respect of the premises to the extent by which the interest of the landlord and other persons, if any, having a reversionary interest in the premises is detrimentally affected thereby; and 
	oth 
	ed, 
	se 

	(b) every tenant at will is liable to his landlord and everyother person having a reversionary interest in the leased premises for voluntary waste in respect of the premises to the 
	(b) every tenant at will is liable to his landlord and everyother person having a reversionary interest in the leased premises for voluntary waste in respect of the premises to the 

	lrst extent by which the interest of the landlord and other persons, if any, having a reversionary interest in the premises is detrimentally effected thereby.
	v1n9 

	the 6(2) Every landlord and every person having a reversionary interest
	iate 
	iate 

	in any leased premises is entitled, in respect of any waste by atenant 1n respect of the premises, in an action brought in a Court of competent jurisdiction to obtain damages or an injunction or both.35 
	for 

	3.13 These sections clearly follow Lord Coke's interpretation of the ancient statutes and make both life tenants and tenants for years liable for permissive 1,1aste. They codify very clearly the scope of the law and 
	Figure

	1tion 
	1tion 

	35Ldndlord and Tendllt Act, S.N.8. c. L-1 . The same provision appears in Landlord and Tendllt Act, R.S.P.E.I. 1974, c. L-7, s. 7. 
	are 41 
	state person 
	state person 
	specifically address what remedies are available. Adoption of similar legislation would be the best path, in our view, for Manitoba to follow. 
	3.14 If Manitoba were to adopt this legislation, two adjustments should be made. First, due to "The Perpetuities and Accumulations Act", C.C.S.M. c. P32.5, all successive legal interests are deemed to take effect in equity as interests behind a trust. It would be desirable, therefore, expressly to include trustees of estates for life or years ,as persons to whom u tenant may be liable. Secondly, the words "detrimentally affected", contained within the New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island statute'S, must b
	36
	This type of waste encompasses alterations which improve the estate. 
	Although claims for ameliorating waste are only successful if the whole 37
	character of the property is changed or proposed to be changed, this type of waste could be a weapon for the conservation of estates of historical or natural significance. Because the words "detrimentally affected" could be construed by the courts to abrogate such an action, we think it is advisable to exclude expressly ameliorating waste from the ambit of the legislation. The Co11111ission therefore recomends: 
	RECOHJtl'i:NDATION 1 
	That s·ection l3 of "The Law of Property Act", C.C.S.H. c. L90, be repealed and replaced with the following: 
	flute by Tell4nt:s 
	( 1) Subject to the express terms of ,31l!/ lease, or of any valid 
	and subsisting covenant, agreement or stipulation affecting the tenancy, 
	(a) every tenant for years and every tendllt for life is liable 
	t:o his landlord, to any other person ifor the time being having a 
	36Megarry and Wade, supra n. 32 at 104. 
	3lrbid. 
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	ar reversiondry interest in thP. leased or settled premises, and to any trustee of any trust under which such terms of years or life esta.te may subsist, for voluntary waste and for per.missive waste in respect of the premises to the exteint by which the interest of the landlord and other persons, if any, having oi reversionary
	be 
	be 
	interest in the premises is detrimentally affected thereby; and 
	c. 

	(b) every tenant at wJ 11 ts liable to his landlord and everyother person having a reversionary interest in the leased to premises for voluntary waste in respect: of the premises to the 
	as 

	extent by which the interest of the landlord and other persons ,
	extent by which the interest of the landlord and other persons ,
	aay 

	if any, having a reversionary interest. ln the premises is the det1:imentally affected thereby. 
	on. 
	on. 

	(2) Bvery landlord, every person having a reversionary interest te. in any leased premises and every trustee, as the case may be, is 3& entitled, in respect of any waste by a tenant ln respect of the 
	premises , in an action brought in a court of competent Jurisdiction le to obtain ddllldges or an injunction or both. 
	ype 
	ype 
	( 3) Nothing in this section shall be construed as abrogating, 

	or diminish.lng or in any way affecting any Jurisdiction of the Court with reg,:trd to d1Del1orating wa.ste.
	be 
	be 
	le 

	B. Equitable Waste 
	on. 
	on. 

	3.15 To prevent abuse by tenants who were made unimpeachable of waste, the 
	3.15 To prevent abuse by tenants who were made unimpeachable of waste, the 
	3.15 To prevent abuse by tenants who were made unimpeachable of waste, the 

	Court of Chancery began to intervene in the seventeenth century by granting 
	injunctions to restrain such tenants from acts of gross or malicious damage. 
	Such acts are incongruously called equitable waste, which Megarry and Wade 
	define as "a1 peculiarly flagrant breach of voluntary (commissive) waste, which 38 
	the ordinary disposition from waste will not excuse•. This law has been 39 
	used extens'lvely. Cases include dismantling a mansion house or cutting 
	38~egarr~ and ~ade, supra n. 32, at i05. 39va.ne v. Lord (lllb), 2 ~ern . 138; 23 t.R. ~082. 
	38~egarr~ and ~ade, supra n. 32, at i05. 39va.ne v. Lord (lllb), 2 ~ern . 138; 23 t.R. ~082. 
	Barna.rd 
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	down ornamental trees. 
	3. 16 ln i'fanitoba, equitabTe waste is dealt with in -rne uw of Propeccy Act" , C.C.S.~•-c. L90, s . 12: 
	An equitable interest for life without impeachment of waste does not confer upon the tenant for life any right to colllllit waste of the descript·ion known as equitable waste, unless an intention to confer such right expressly appears by the instrument creating the equitable 
	An equitable interest for life without impeachment of waste does not confer upon the tenant for life any right to colllllit waste of the descript·ion known as equitable waste, unless an intention to confer such right expressly appears by the instrument creating the equitable 
	interest. 

	3.17 Thi ·s provision is copied from England's LdW 0£ Property Act, Imp . 1925, C. 20I, s. 135. The reason the section only covers equitable life interests i :s because the Settled I.and Act, Imp. 1925, C. l 8, made the interest of a life tenant an equitable one. This has just recently occurred in Manitoba under "The Perpetuities and Acc,umulations Act•, C. C. S.M. c. P32.5, s . 4.. Accordingly, section 12 now reflects the state of law in this province. Prior to the enactment of the perpetuities legislation
	3.18 The Manitoba error becomes glaring when the legislation from other provinces is surveyed. Newfoundland, New Brunswick, Ontario, Saskatchewan, Alberta and British Columbia all copied the provision, properly enlarging upon 
	41
	41

	it to include all life estates. For example, the conveyancing and Ldlrf 0£ Property Act, of Ontario, R.S.O. 1980, c. 90, s . 30, provides: 
	40Turner v. Wright (1860), 2 De G. F. &J. 234; 45 E.R. 612. 
	41The Judicature Act, R.S. Nfld. 1970, c. 1,87, s. 2l(h); The Judlcature Act, S.N.B. c. J -2, s. 28; Conveyancing and Law of Property Act, R.S .O. 1980, c . 90!, s. 30; The Queen's Bench Act, S.S. c. Q-1, s. 45(2); LdW of Property Act, R.S.A. 1980, c. L-8, s. 62; Law and Equity Act, R.S.B.C . 1979, c. 22·4, s. 12. Al so note that New South Wal es (The conveyancing Act, 
	N.S.W. 
	N.S.W. 
	N.S.W. 
	1919., no . 6, s. 9) and New Zealand (Property LaW Act, 1952, S. N.Z., 

	s. 
	s. 
	29) have enacted the enlarged provision. 
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	An estate for 1He without any impeachmeint of waste does not confer and shall not be deemed to have c,onferred on the tenant for life a legal right to commit waste of the description known as equitable waste, unless an intention to confer the right expressly appears by the instrument creating the estate. 

	3.19 Thus, Manitoba is uncomfortably unique in failing to appreciate the narr~wness of the English provision. Even though section 12 is more adequate now with the paIssage of the perpetuiti es legislation, it should be expanded by adopting the WC)rding of the legislati on of the other jurisdictions. This is advisable for two reasons. First of all, such cl move would make Manitoba uniform with every other province which has legis,lation on equitable waste. As well, the recommended provision is more clearly w
	RECOHJfENDAT'ION 2 
	That section 12 of "The LdH of Property Act", c.C.S.H. c. L90, be repealed and replaced with the foIIowing section: 
	Equitable ll'aste 
	Equitable ll'aste 
	An estate ;for life without impeachment of wasite does not confer and sha.11 not 1,e deemed to have conferred on the tenant for 1ife a legal right to commit waste of the description knOt1111 as equitable waste, unless an intention to confer the right exp.r:essly appears by the instrwnent creating the estate. 
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	PART IV 





	LIST OF RECOMMENDATIONS 
	LIST OF RECOMMENDATIONS 
	A list of the Co!'IVllission's reconmendations i n Parts I to Ill of this 
	Report is as follows: 
	PART 1 -SECTION 6 of "THE HERCANI'ILB LAW MENDl'fENT ACT" 
	l . That there continue to be legislation in Manitoba expressly t o enforce debt settlement arrangements. 
	2. 
	2. 
	2. 
	That, subject to Recommendation 3, section 6 be amended by deleting the requirement in line 2 thereof that the creditor's express acceptance of the part performance be in writing. 

	3. 
	3. 
	That Reconmendation 2 not apply where the original contract or obligation states, in effect, that any modification th1ereof must be i n writing . 

	4. 
	4. 
	That SE!ction 6 be amended so that an obl igation shall not be held to be extingu1ished by part performance where the court, on appl ication, finds that it would be unconsc i onable to do so. 

	5. 
	5. 
	That where a debtor begins part perform,mce of an obligation rendered pursuant to an agreement and continues performance accordi ng to t he terms thereof, the agreement shall be considered irrevocable. 

	6. 
	6. 
	That tlhe legislation provide that where the debtor defaults after (s)he has beuun part performance, the creditor may cancel the agreement so that t he original contract would revive. 

	7. 
	7. 
	That the legislation to reform section 6 be similar to that set forth on pages 15-16 of this Report. 


	PART 11 -THE RULE IN SHELLEY'S CASE 
	l . That tt1e rule in Shelley's case be abolished i n Manitoba . 
	2. That the abolition of the rule in Shelley's case be accomplished by amending "The Lail of Property Act", C.. C.S.M. c. L90, to include a section similar to the fol lowing: 
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	Figure

	The Rule of law known as the Rule in Shelley's case is abolished insofar as it is part of the law of Manitoba. 
	3. 
	3. 
	3. 
	That, except as provided in reconrnendation 4, the abolition of the Rule in Shelley's case apply to all interests in real property created before, or on or after the date the abolition of the Rule comes into force. 

	4. 
	4. 
	That the legislation provide that where, prior to its conrnencement, any act or ste1p was taken in reliance upon the applicability of the Rule in Shelley's case, the law as it was prior to the passing of the legislation should apply to that act or step, as the case may be, as if the legislation had not been passed. 


	PART III -PER~ISSIVE ANO EQUITABLE WASTE 
	That sections 12 and 13 of "The Ldw of Pcope·cty Act", C.C.S.M. c. L9O, be repealed and replaced therefor with the following: 
	Waste by Tenants 
	12(1) Subject to the express terms of any lease, or of any valid and subsisting covenant, agreement or stipulation affecting the tenancy, 
	1

	(a) 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	11very tenant for years and every tenant for life is liable to his landlord, to any other person for the time being having a revers ionary interest in the leased or seittled premises, and to any trustee or any trust under which such terms of years or life estate may sutbsist, for voluntary waste and for permissive waste in respect of the premises to the extent by which tine interest of the landlord and other persons, if any, having a reversionary interest in the premises is detrimentally affected thereby: a

	(b) 
	(b) 
	Every tenant at will is liable to his landlord and every other person having a reversionary interest in the leased premises for voluntary waste in respect of the premises to the extent by which the interest of the landlord and other persons, if any, having a reversionary interest in the premises is detrimentally affected thereby. 

	(2) 
	(2) 
	Every landlord, every person having a reversionary interest in any leased premises and every trustee, as the cas;e may be, is entitled, in respect of any waste by a tenant in respect of the premises, in an action brought in a Court of competent jurisdiction to obtain damages or an injunction or both . 

	(3) 
	(3) 
	Nothing in this section shall be construed as abrogating, diminishing or in any way affecting any jurisdiction of the Court with regard to ameliorating waste . 
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	Equitable Waste 
	Equitable Waste 

	13 An estate for life without impeachment of waste does not confer and shall not be deemed to have conferred on the tenant for life a legal r ight to commit waste of the description known as equitable waste, unless an intention to confer the right expressly appears by the instrument creating the estate. 
	TMs is a Report pursuant to section 5(2) of "The Hdllitoba LaH 
	Reform commission Act•, C.C.S.M. cap. L95, signed this 7th day of October 
	1985. 
	~ Edwards, Chairman Knox Foster, Commissioner 
	~ Edwards, Chairman Knox Foster, Commissioner 
	~~ 


	Lee,,ibs~issione, 
	Lee,,ibs~issione, 
	on !,vine,~ 

	~ ~~~z..----•----• 
	~ ~~~z..----•----• 
	~ald O. J~issioner 
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